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SUMMARY
Liver metastases are associated with poor response to current pharmacological treatments, including immu-
notherapy. We describe a lentiviral vector (LV) platform to selectively engineer liver macrophages, including
Kupffer cells and tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs), to deliver type I interferon (IFNa) to liver metasta-
ses. Gene-based IFNa delivery delays the growth of colorectal and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma
liver metastases in mice. Response to IFNa is associated with TAM immune activation, enhanced MHC-
II-restricted antigen presentation and reduced exhaustion of CD8+ T cells. Conversely, increased IL-10
signaling, expansion of Eomes CD4+ T cells, a cell type displaying features of type I regulatory T (Tr1) cells,
and CTLA-4 expression are associated with resistance to therapy. Targeting regulatory T cell functions by
combinatorial CTLA-4 immune checkpoint blockade and IFNa LV delivery expands tumor-reactive T cells,
attaining complete response in most mice. These findings support a promising therapeutic strategy with
feasible translation to patients with unmet medical need.
INTRODUCTION

The presence of liver metastases of gastrointestinal tumors, such

as colorectal cancer (CRC) and pancreatic ductal adenocarci-

noma (PDAC), is a negativeprognostic factor for patientswith can-

cer. Despite the progress in pharmacological treatments, such as
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immunotherapeutic and tumor-targeted approaches, the most

effective treatment option remains surgical resection, which is

applicable to a limited number of patients and often with partial

success.1 The high incidence of liver metastases is in part attrib-

uted to the blood flow from the digestive system toward the liver

and the architecture and functional features of hepatic sinusoids,
thor(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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which together favormetastatic colonization, aswell as the tolero-

genic microenvironment of the liver, which inhibits protective im-

mune responses.2,3 The tumor microenvironment (TME) of liver

metastases suppresses immunity by a plethora of mechanisms

including presence of pro-tumoral macrophages and other

myeloid lineage cells. Moreover, high levels of immunosuppres-

sive molecules such as interleukin 10 (IL-10) reduce antigen pre-

sentation byprofessional antigen-presenting cells (APCs)4 leading

to accumulation of immunosuppressive cell populations such as

regulatory CD4+ T cells (Tregs)5,6 and type-1-like regulatory (Tr1)

T cells,7which together dampen the therapeutic efficacyof current

cancer immunotherapies, such as immune checkpoint inhibitors.8

Indeed, liver metastases originating from microsatellite stable

CRC, which represent most CRC cases, poorly respond to con-

ventional cancer immunotherapy.9Moreover, the presence of liver

metastases impairs the response to immune checkpoint inhibitors

of distinct cancer types, e.g.,melanoma,which normally responds

to this therapy.8,10

Enforcing cytokine expression in the liver through genetic en-

gineering of liver macrophages, including Kupffer cells (KCs) and

tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs), may provide an effec-

tive strategy to reprogram the liver TME toward an immune reac-

tive state, enabling development of protective antitumoral im-

mune responses.11 Interferon a (IFNa) is a cytokine known for

its antiviral and pleiotropic immune activities and may be a po-

tential candidate to reprogram the liver TME by concomitantly

enhancing anti-tumoral functions of immune cells while targeting

neo-angiogenic endothelial cells and cancer cells.12 However,

its clinical use as systemically delivered drug has been

hampered by severe off-tumor side effects and unfavorable

pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics.13,14

Biodistribution studies in mice and non-human primates have

shown that vesicular-stomatitis-virus glycoprotein (VSV-G) pseu-

dotyped lentiviral vectors (hereon LVs) target preferentially the

liver and spleen upon systemic administration.15,16 Liver gene

transfer is favored by specific functional and anatomic features

of the hepatic micro-vasculature and is mediated by high expres-

sion of the low-density lipoprotein receptor in hepatocytes, which

serves as entry receptor for LVs, as well as active uptake by liver

phagocytic cells.17,18 Among phagocytic cells in the liver, resident

macrophages, termed Kupffer cells (KCs), are highly targeted by

LVs15 and due to their anatomical localization, lining the sinusoids,

and the potential to infiltrate the tumor may constitute a suitable

cellular platform for selective delivery of IFNa to tumors in the liver.

Here, we describe a liver macrophage-directed gene transfer

strategy that upon a single well-tolerated intravenous infusion

of an IFNa-expressing LV rapidly promotes a therapeutic

response against diverse mouse models of CRC and PDAC liver

metastases by enabling innate and adaptive immune activation.

Overall, our study sets the ground for clinical development of a

gene therapy strategy with the potential to address the current

unmet medical need of patients affected by liver metastases.

RESULTS

Generation of an LV platform enabling in vivo liver
macrophage engineering
We first generated LVs containing a putative 1.8 kb promoter

sequence obtained from the mouse mannose receptor C-type
1 (Mrc1) gene (Figure S1A). MRC1 is expressed by most macro-

phage subsets, includingKCs, and is upregulated byalternatively

activated macrophages, such as TAMs.19 We then cloned a GFP

coding sequence downstream of the Mrc1 promoter sequence

(originating theMrc1.GFPLV) andproducedMrc1.GFPLVstocks

(Figure 1A). Mrc1.GFP LV drove robust transgene expression in

IL-4-exposed (M2-like) bone marrow-derived macrophages

(BMDMs) but not in LPS/IFNg-exposed (M1-like) BMDMs

(Figures S1B–S1E). Intravenous injection (i.v.) of Mrc1.GFP LV

to immunocompromized mice resulted in GFP expression selec-

tively in liver cells (KCs and liver sinusoidal endothelial cells,

LSECs) and in some splenic cells (Mrc1-positive macrophages).

We did not observe GFP expression or integrated LV copies in

blood cells, bone marrow, or other organs such as the lung, sub-

iliac lymph nodes, small intestine, and brain (Figures 1B–1D). To

further fine-tune gene expression tomacrophages, we leveraged

on endogenous microRNA (miRNA) regulation, which was ex-

ploited to abate the expression of the transgene in off-target cells

by incorporating complementary miRNA target sequences

(miRTs) at its 30 UTR. In a bidirectional vector design, four tandem
copies of miRT-122-5p fully prevented GFP expression in hepa-

tocytes while preserving it in KCs, whereas 4 copies of miRT-

126-3p prevented GFP expression in LSECs but not in KCs

(Figures S1F–S1K). Building on these results, we incorporated 4

copies each of miRT-122-5p and miRT-126-3p downstream of

GFP in theMrc1.GFP LV generating theMrc1.GFP.miRT LV (Fig-

ure 1A). We then implanted either mCherry-expressing MC38

CRC cells via intrahepatic injection, or CRC cells derived from

APCD716;KrasG12D;Tgfbr2�/�;Trp53R270H;Fbxw7�/�mice, here-

on referred as AKTPF CRC cells,20 via intrasplenic injection to

better recapitulate multifocal metastatic seeding to the liver.

We injected i.v. the Mrc1.GFP or the Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV to

mice challenged with liver metastases. In agreement with our

findings in tumor-freemice, theMrc1.GFP droveGFP expression

in liver macrophages, LSECs, and splenic MRC1-positive

macrophages, whereas in the presence of miRNA regulation

(Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV), GFP expression in LSECs was virtually

completely abated (Figure 1E). In both MC38- and AKTPF-

derived metastatic lesions, we found enrichment for GFP+ cells

in liver peri-metastatic areas, in particular in F4/80+VSIG4+ and

F4/80+CLEC4F+ KCs, indicating preferential transduction and/

or upregulation of Mrc1 promoter activity in KCs of this area. Of

note, there was also a small fraction of GFP+ cells among the

F4/80+ CLEC4F� or F4/80+ VSIG4– macrophages, which were

predominant within the tumor and likely represented monocyte-

derived TAMs (Figures 1F, 1G, S1L, and S1M). We did not

observe GFP expression in other organs such as the brain, small

intestine, lung, and subiliac lymph nodes (Figure S1N). In sum-

mary, the selective biodistribution and expression in liver macro-

phages of the newly developed Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV, together

with its enriched expression in areas surrounding tumor lesions,

supports the feasibility of in vivo genetically engineering liver

macrophages (including KCs and TAMs) for delivery of therapeu-

tic molecules to liver metastatic lesions.

In vivo LV-engineered liver macrophages enable rapid,
sustained and well-tolerated IFNa production
We then exploited engineered macrophages to deliver IFNa to

liver metastases. To this aim, we replaced the GFP with an
Cancer Cell 41, 1892–1910, November 13, 2023 1893
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Figure 1. Generation of an LV platform enabling in vivo liver macrophage engineering

(A) Schematics of Mrc1.GFP and Mrc1.GFP.miRT LVs.

(B) Schematics of the experiments shown in panels C-G.

(C–E) Biodistribution analysis ofMrc1.GFP andMrc1.GFP.miRT LVs. In C, LV copies per genome of the indicated organs by digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) analysis

(horizontal lines represents Mean). In D and E, GFP expression in the indicated cell types in the indicated organs by flow cytometry (FC) analysis. (n = 5 mice/

group, statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test comparing onlyMrc1.GFP LV vs.Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV and p values adjusted for multiple testing with Bonferroni’s

correction). In E, Mrc1.GFP LV and Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV were used at 3*1010 TU/kg.

(F and G) Biodistribution of the Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV in livers bearing CRC liver metastases. In F, representative immunofluorescence (IF) images obtained by

confocal microscopy (CM) and relative GFP quantification of livers bearing metastases fromMC38.mCherry cells in the left panel, mCherry (red), GFP (green), F4/

80 (gray), and nuclei (blue, left panel), scale bar 200 mmor AKTPFCRC cells in right panel, GFP (green), F4/80 (gray) and nuclei (blue, right panel); metastasis (Met),

peri-metastatic area (dotted line) and intact liver are indicated, scale bar 100 mm. In the left panel, MC38 cells were injected 10 days after LV delivery, LV at 3*1010

TU/kg; in the right panel,Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV was used at 5*109 TU/kg in NSGmice (n = 5 mice/group; statistical analysis by bootstrap t test). In G, representative

IF image and relative quantification of GFP+ cells andmacrophage populationswithin livers bearing AKTPFCRCmetastases,Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV injected at day 5

after tumor implantation at 1.5*1010 TU/mouse. F4/80 (red), GFP (green), CLEC4F (gray), and nuclei (blue, left panel) metastasis (Met), KCs (yellow arrows), and

TAMs (light blue arrows) are indicated (n = 5 mice/group, Mean +SEM); scale bar 150 mm.

See also Figure S1.
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Figure 2. In vivo LV-engineered liver macrophages enable rapid, sustained, and well-tolerated IFNa production

(A) Schematics of a KC engineered with the IFNa LV (top) or the Control LV (bottom).

(B) Plasma IFNa levels by ELISA analysis at the indicated time points upon LV injection at 5*109 TU/kg (n = 10, 10, 5 mice/group in Control LV, IFNa LV, or

untransduced, UT, respectively).

(C) LV copies per genome by ddPCR analysis at endpoint, day 366 after LV injection. (n = 8, 8, 5mice/group; horizontal line representsMean, statistical analysis by

Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s tests, adjusted p value by Bonferroni’s correction).

(D) Blood cell counts of B cells (left panel), eosinophils (middle panel), and neutrophils (right panel) at the indicated time points upon LV injection (n values as in B;

statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test on area under the curve values).

(E) Plasma levels of alanine transaminase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) at 126 days after LV injection (n = 9, 10, 5 mice/group, horizontal line

represents Mean, statistical analysis by Kruskal-Wallis test).

(F) Histopathologic analysis of the indicated organs at day 366 upon LV injection (n values as in C).

See also Figure S2.
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IFNa-coding DNA sequence in the Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV, origi-

nating the hereon termed IFNa LV. In order to efficiently trans-

duce liver macrophages, we produced LVs based on a

manufacturing process (described previously21) aimed to yield

high-titer LV stocks with low levels of contaminants, such as

plasmids and endotoxin, which could lead to bystander innate

immune activation or adverse systemic effects. We then engi-

neered liver macrophages in vivo by injecting i.v. either the

IFNa LV or an LV with the same regulatory elements but lacking

a transgene (hereon Control LV), to immunocompetent mice at

dose ranges previously reported to target liver cells at high effi-

ciency (Figure 2A).15 In mice hosting IFNa LV-engineered liver

macrophages, we observed rapid transgene output reflected

by the detection of increasing concentrations of IFNa in plasma,

peaking after 3 weeks at 700-1,000 pg/mL and stabilizing there-
after between 200 and 700 pg/mL (Figure 2B). These IFNa levels

remained stable compared to the Control LV cohort for up to

240 days and eventually decreased to virtually undetectable

levels by day 360. Integrated LV copies per genome in the liver

of IFNa LV-treated mice were lower than those found in Control

LV-treated mice, suggesting long-term counterselection of IFNa

LV-transduced liver cells (Figure 2C). IFNa LV-treated mice

showed decreased numbers of circulating B cells and eosino-

phils over time compared to Control LV-treated mice. A minor

decrease was also observed for resident monocytes, red blood

cells, and hemoglobin levels (Figures 2D andS2A). To investigate

whether the drop in B cells may be associated to B cell activation

and autoantibody production, we measured the presence of

autoantibodies in the plasma of either saline (PBS), Control LV,

or IFNa LV-treated mice at days 52 and 366. We found no
Cancer Cell 41, 1892–1910, November 13, 2023 1895
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Figure 3. Gene-based enforced IFNa expression by liver macrophages unleashes T cell activation and impairs liver metastasis growth

(A) Schematics of the experiments in panels B–P.

(B–D) Therapeutic efficacy of IFNa LV at two different doses (lower dose 1.5*109 TU/kg and higher dose 1.5*1010 TU/kg) in mice bearing MC38 CRC liver me-

tastases. LV injected at day 3 after tumor challenge. In B, plasma IFNa levels by using ELISA at the indicated time points after tumor challenge (left panel n = 10,

(legend continued on next page)
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differences in the levels of autoantibodies among all the analyzed

groups (Figure S2B). Furthermore, we did not observe altered

levels of indicators of liver or tissue damage (i.e., alanine amino-

transferase, ALT, and aspartate aminotransferase, AST) sug-

gesting absence of hepatotoxicity in IFNa LV-treated mice

(Figure 2E). To further investigate whether exogenous IFNa

expression by liver macrophages induced inflammation, tissue

damage, or other alterations, we performed a histopathological

analysis of most relevant organs at the end of the experiment.

No treatment-related abnormalities were observed in any of

the analyzed compartments (Figures 2F and S2C). Taken

together, these results indicate that liver macrophage-driven

IFNa expression leads to robust and long-term levels of plas-

matic IFNa, which were safe and well tolerated in mice.

Gene-based enforced IFNa expression by liver
macrophages unleashes T cell activation and impairs
liver metastasis growth
We delivered systemically 2 different doses (1.5*109 or 1.5*1010

TU/kg) of IFNa LV to engineer liver macrophages in mice previ-

ously challenged with MC38-based experimental liver metasta-

ses (Figure 3A). We found dose-dependent sustained levels of

IFNa in plasma as well as dose-dependent LV copies integrated

in the liver and negative association between IFNa levels in

plasma and number of circulating B cells in IFNa LV-treated

mice (Figures 3B, S3A and S3B). We found that both IFNa LV

doses delayed tumor progression and, in 3 mice (1 for the lower

and 2 for the higher dose), enabled complete response (CR) and

long-term survival (Figures 3C and 3D). CR mice re-challenged

with subcutaneous MC38 tumors displayed impaired tumor

growth suggesting induction of adaptive immune memory

against tumor-associated antigens (Figure S3C).

To further investigate the effects of enforced IFNa expression

on the TME, we employed AKTPF CRC cells to generate exper-

imental liver metastases. AKTPF liver metastases recapitulate

some of the histopathological features of human CRC liver me-

tastases, such as epithelial gland structures formed by CRC

cells, dirty necrosis zones, fibrosis, angiogenesis, and immune
10, 5; right panel, n = 10, 10, 5 mice/group). In C, tumor growth by magnetic reson

n = 10, 10, 10, 10 mice/group; horizontal line represents Mean, statistical analysis

IFNa LV-treated (right panel) mice bearing MC38 liver metastases, 20 days after t

(Met, yellow) are indicated with a dotted line.

(E–G) Therapeutic efficacy of IFNa LV at increasing doses (ranging from 5*108 to 4

after tumor challenge. In E, plasma IFNa levels by ELISA at day 19, subdivision into

7, 6, 2 mice/group from left to right, horizontal line represents Mean). In F, tumor g

line represents Median, statistical analysis by Spearman correlation). In G, remod

and percentage of indicated population by FC analysis (left panel and right panel n

by Spearman correlation).

(H–M) Therapeutic efficacy of IFNa LV at 5*109 TU/kg in mice bearing AKTPF CRC

levels by ELISA at indicated time points after tumor challenge (n = 11, 10, 3 mice/g

represents Mean, statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test). In J, representative

bearing AKTPF liver metastasis, 28 days after tumor transplant, complete respo

arrows. In K and L, percentage of indicated cell populations at endpoint by FC ana

by Mann-Whitney test). In M, representative IF images obtained by CM of AKTPF

(N andO) CD8+ T cell depletion in IFNa LV-treatedmice in amice bearing AKTPFC

N, tumor growth by MRI analysis at day 21 (n = 8, 8 mice/group; horizontal line re

circulating CD3+ CD4– T cells at day 13 by FC analysis (n = 8, 8 mice/group; hor

(P) Therapeutic efficacy of IFNa LV at 5*109 TU/kg in mice bearing K8484 PDAC

horizontal line represents Mean, statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test).

See also Figure S3.
infiltration (Figures S3D and S3E). We performed a dose-

response experiment, with doses of IFNa LV ranging from

5*108 TU/kg to 4*1010 TU/kg. We observed an LV dose-depen-

dent increase in IFNa output in plasma and LV copies per

genome in the liver, as well as a significant decrease in liver

metastasis volume concomitant with increasing proportions

of TAMs expressing markers of inflammatory phenotype

(Figures 3E–3G and S3F). In line with previous data, we observed

a dose-dependent decrease in the number of circulating B cells

with increasing IFNa dose (Figure S3G). Histopathological anal-

ysis of the liver did not reveal hepatocellular abnormalities or

increased signs of inflammation over controls at any tested

doses and none of the treated mice displayed signs of liver

toxicity even at the highest dose of the IFNa LV, as shown by

measuring plasma transaminase levels (Figures S3H and S3I).

We then performed two more independent experiments with

mice bearing AKTPF liver metastases using a dose of 5*109

TU/kg, selected because it provided the best therapeutic index

when comparing anti-tumor effect to systemic IFNa exposure.

IFNa LV delayed tumor progression and led to CR in 8 out of

20 mice in the 2 experiments (Figures 3H–3J and S3J–S3L). Ac-

cording to our previous findings with MC38 experimental metas-

tasis model, we observed skewed TAMs toward an inflammatory

phenotype and increased number of tumor-infiltrating CD8+

T lymphocytes (Figures 3K–3M and S3M).

To investigate the induction of tumor-responsive T cells upon

liver macrophage engineering, we delivered systemically the

Control LV or the IFNa LV to syngeneic immunocompetent

mice previously challenged with experimental liver metastases

of MC38 cells expressing chicken ovalbumin (OVA, used as sur-

rogate tumor antigen) and harvested tumors early after treatment

to capture emergence of tumor-reactive T cells. In agreement

with previous results, IFNa expression by liver macrophages de-

layed liver metastasis growth, albeit not significantly at this

earlier time of analysis (Figures S3N and S3O). We found

that tumor-specific T cells, identified by staining with a pen-

tamer MHC-I complexed with an OVA immunogenic peptide

(SIINFEKL), were enriched in tumors from IFNa LV-treated
ance imaging (MRI) at indicated timepoints (left panel, n = 9, 8, 9, 8; right panel,

by Mann-Whitney). In D, representative MRI of a Control LV- (left panel) and a

umor transplant, complete responder (CR), healthy liver (white) and metastasis

*1010 TU/kg) in mice bearing AKTPF CRC liver metastases. LV injected at day 7

treatment cohorts, and LV copies per genome in liver at endpoint (n = 7, 7, 6, 8,

rowth byMRI at day 21 (n = 11, 14, 15, 8 mice/group from left to right; horizontal

eling of TAMs in tumor infiltrate, respectively, in terms of antigen presentation

= 8, 10, 10, 7mice/group; horizontal line representsMedian, statistical analysis

liver metastases, LV injected at day 7 after tumor challenge. In H, plasma IFNa

roup). In I, tumor growth by MRI at day 28 (n = 9, 10 mice/group; horizontal line

MRI of a Control LV- (top panel) and a IFNa LV-treated (bottom panel) mice

nder (CR), healthy liver (white) and metastasis (Met, yellow) are indicated with

lysis (n = 10, 7 mice/group; horizontal line represents Mean, statistical analysis

liver metastases, CD4 (green), CD8 (red), E-Cadherin (gray) and nuclei (blue).

RC livermetastases. LV (5*109 TU/kg) injected at day 7 after tumor challenge. In

presents Mean, statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test). In O, percentage of

izontal line represents Mean, statistical analysis by Mann Whitney test).

liver metastases, LV injected at day 7. Tumor weight at day 25 (n = 10, 10;

Cancer Cell 41, 1892–1910, November 13, 2023 1897
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compared to Control LV-treated mice (Figure S3P). Phenotypic

changes in TAMs showed a trend toward increased proportion

of inflammatory phenotype, consistent with more robust findings

in all other experiments in which endpoint analysis was per-

formed at a later timepoint after LV delivery (Figure S3Q). We

also observed a reversal of the IFNa antitumor efficacy in mice

bearing AKTPF liver metastases upon CD8+ T cell depletion

(Figures 3N, 3O and S3R). To investigate whether IFNa released

from engineered macrophages directly activated CD8+ T cells

promoting their cytotoxic activity, we employed Cd4Cre;

Ifnar1flox/flox transgenic mice in which the Cre recombinase is ex-

pressed by the CD4 promoter and becomes activated in com-

mon CD4+ CD8+ precursor cells, leading to virtually complete

knock out of the IFNAR1 receptor in both CD4+ and CD8+ line-

ages (Figure S3S). The therapeutic efficacy of IFNa LVwasmain-

tained in these mice concomitant with enhanced expression of

CD44 and TBET on CD8+ T cells, suggesting that IFNa indirectly

activated T cells in liver metastases (Figures S3T–S3V). In agree-

ment with previous findings, TAMs upregulated markers of anti-

gen presentation (Figure S3W). This indicates that, although

CD8+ T cells are essential for IFNa LV-mediated tumor inhibition,

these might not be directly activated by IFNa but rather benefit,

at least in part, from the IFNa-dependent increased antigen pre-

sentation in the TME. To investigate whether additional effector

mechanisms beside CD8+ T cells contribute to the anti-tumor ac-

tivity of IFNa LV, we tested the platform on immunodeficient NSG

mice. Although liver metastases grew faster in NSG compared to

immunocompetent mice, IFNa LV significantly delayed their

growth compared to Control LV, albeit without achieving CR

(Figures S3X and S3Y). An increased proportion of TAMs ex-

pressing markers of inflammatory phenotype upon IFNa LV

was observed also in this model (Figure S3Z). Overall, these find-

ings are in agreement with the established pleiotropic functions

of IFNa, which have been shown to activate macrophages,

inhibit cancer cell proliferation, and increase immune cell adhe-

sion while impairing neo-angiogenesis by endothelial cells.22–25

However, the lack of CR in NSG mice and the rescued tumor

growth upon CD8 T cell depletion, indicate that activation of

CD8 T cell-mediated immunity might be required for enabling

the full therapeutic activity of IFNa LV.

To assess the protective effect of IFNa treatment on metasta-

tic seeding and engraftment, we performed a prophylactic deliv-

ery of IFNa LV 7 days prior to AKTPFCRC injection and observed

that none of the mice developed liver metastases (Figures S3AA

and S3AB).

We then investigated the effect of engineered macrophage-

sourced IFNa on liver metastasis arising from intrahepatic

injection of KrasG12D;Trp53R172H PDAC cells (K8484).26 We

found strong inhibition of tumor growth, including 5 CR out of

10 treated mice in the IFNa LV group compared to the Control

LV group (Figures 3P, S3A and S3C). Consistent with the afore-

mentioned findings in mice bearing CRC metastases, we found

increased proportions of TAMs andCD8+ T cells expressing acti-

vation markers (Figures S3AD and S3AE).

Altogether, these results indicate that liver macrophage engi-

neering through systemic delivery of IFNa LV robustly inhibits

liver metastases from different tumor types at least in part by

promoting inflammatory TAM phenotypes and activation of

CD8+ T cell responses.
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Engineering of liver macrophages by IFNa LV enables
preferential IFNa signaling in peri-metastatic areas
To investigate the mechanism underlying the observed tumor

response, we performed comprehensive transcriptomic ana-

lyses of AKTPF liver metastases of Control LV or IFNa LV-treated

mice. We observed increased expression of interferon-stimu-

lated genes indicating IFNa activity in the metastatic lesions of

the IFNa LV cohort (Figure S4A). We then employed spatial tran-

scriptomics to investigate, within the metastatic liver, if there

were areas of preferential IFNa signaling. To this purpose, we as-

signed mice to three distinct cohorts: (1) Control: Control LV-

treated mice, (2) Responder: IFNa LV-treated mice with reduced

metastasis volume as compared to Control and, (3) Resistant:

IFNa LV-treated mice with metastasis volume similar to Control

(Figure S4B). Note that we could not analyze CR because of

the lack of tumor at the time of analysis. Unsupervized clustering

analysis was then performed to cluster spatial spots based on

similar transcriptomics profile (Figures S4C and S4D). We then

grouped spatial spots, according to their relative distance from

the metastasis/liver parenchyma boundary, into distinct spatial

compartments comprising inner metastatic (spatial compart-

ments A–C), front metastatic (spatial compartment D), peri-met-

astatic (spatial compartments E�G), and intact liver areas

(spatial compartment H) (Figures 4A and S4E).

As expected, we found that, in all cohorts, genes belonging to

biological processes or pathways related to cancer (e.g., angio-

genesis, p53 pathway, epithelial to mesenchymal transition)

were enriched in the metastatic areas (inner and front areas)

compared to areas outside the liver metastases (peri-metastatic

and intact liver). In agreement with this observation, epithelial

cell-associated genes such as Epcam, cadherin 1 (Cdh1), and

villin 1 (Vil1) were highly expressed in inner and front metastatic

areas. In contrast, hepatocyte-associated genes (e.g., albumin,

Alb; Apoa2, and Cyp27a1) as well as gene sets belonging to

liver-associated pathways (e.g., adipogenesis or bile acid meta-

bolism) were upregulated in intact liver areas (Figure 4B). In

agreement with enhanced transgene expression from engi-

neered KCs in areas surrounding livermetastases upon systemic

Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV delivery, we found that genes associated

with response to type I interferon (e.g., Socs1, Stat1, and

Nlrc5) were enriched in liver metastasis and peri-metastatic

areas of the IFNa LV cohort (responder and resistant), confirming

the capacity of the LV platform to preferentially engineer KCs in

proximity to liver metastases. Moreover, upregulation of genes

related to type I interferon activity and belonging to gene

ontology (GO) categories such as response to interferon gamma,

response to virus, positive regulation of cytokine production, and

T cell activation were associated with areas of type I interferon

signaling. Furthermore, in responder compared to resistant or

control cohorts, genes belonging to adaptive immune activation

GO categories, such as adaptive immune response (e.g., Cd3g,

Cd8a, and Trac) and regulation of immune effector process were

upregulated in inner, front, and peri-metastatic areas, corre-

sponding to sites of enhanced IFNa activity. Genes associated

with antigen presentation (e.g., Cd86, H2-Oa, and Tap1) were

also highly expressed in metastatic lesions of both responder

and resistant cohorts compared to control. Importantly, in the

resistant cohort, but not in the control or responder, we found

increased IL-10 signaling in front and peri-metastatic areas,
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Figure 4. Engineering of liver macrophages by IFNa LV enables preferential IFNa signaling in peri-metastatic areas

(A) Side-by-side comparison of representative liver sections containing metastatic lesions (Met) from the indicated treatment cohorts analyzed by spatial

transcriptomics showing the H&E-stained (left) or analyzed by using spatial transcriptomics (right). Spatial spots are indicated in a color associated to a spatial

compartment.

(B) Heatmap displaying gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) normalized enrichment score (NES) for selected gene ontology (GO) terms across distinct spatial

compartments by spatial transcriptomics (Visium). Gene sets are grouped into cytokine related effects (red), immune activation state (blue), tumor associated

(black), and hepatic functions (olive; n = 3, 3, 2 mice/group).

(C) Fold change (fc) over average gene expression level for the indicated genes belonging to the indicated gene categories in the spatial compartments and

treatment cohorts (n values as in B).

See also Figure S4 and Table S1.
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suggesting that IL-10might counteract, at least in part, IFNa-me-

diated immune effect in resistant mice. Of note, markers associ-

ated with exhaustion and tolerogenic phenotype of T cells such

as Tgfb1, Eomes, and Gzmk were also upregulated in the resis-

tant group in inner, front, and peri-metastatic areas (Figures 4B

and 4C; Table S1). Altogether, IFNa expression by liver macro-
phages was associated with selective immune activation in

liver metastases and peri-metastatic areas of responder mice.

However, in resistant mice, immune activation appeared damp-

ened compared to responders and was associated with an

enrichment of IL-10 signaling in the metastasis/liver parenchyma

boundary area.
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IFNa promotes APC immune activation and enhanced
MHC-II-restricted antigen presentation in
responder mice
We performed single-cell transcriptomics on live cells from the

samemetastatic lesions assayed by spatial transcriptomics (Fig-

ure S4B). We employed an unsupervized clustering method to

identify distinct cell types, such as (1) APCs, (2) T and NK cells,

(3) B cells, (4) neutrophils, (5) endothelial cells, (6) hepatocytes,

(7) cancer cells, which were manually annotated based on their

transcriptomic profile (Figures S5A–S5D; Table S2). We then

focused on cells belonging to the APC cluster. We found that

genes belonging to GO categories related to IFNa, IFNg, or

LPS signaling were relatively enriched in all IFNa LV-treated co-

horts. On the other hand, genes linked to IL-10, PGE2, and IL-4

signaling were upregulated in the resistant compared to the

responder cohort, suggesting that these genes might play a

role in inducing resistance to gene-based IFNa therapeutic activ-

ity. Genes linked to antigen presentation, i.e., MHC protein com-

plex and antigen processing and presentation, were upregulated

in the partial responder compared to resistant or control cohorts

and showed the lowest expression in the control cohort (Fig-

ure 5A). We then performed a sub-clustering analysis to better

define cell populations and differentially expressed genes within

the APC cluster. Within APCs, we found overlapping cell clusters

in all three experimental cohorts, with the exception of the TAM

cluster, which was reshaped by IFNa treatment, indicating gene

expression reprogramming upon exposure to gene-based IFNa

delivery. Building on this observation and considering the pre-

dominant effect of IFNa on TAM genetic program, we termed

all TAMs belonging to the cluster present in IFNa LV-treated tu-

mors IFNa-TAMs, while those present in the control LV cohort

were termed TAMs. All the other cellular clusters were manually

annotated based on their gene expression profile (Figures 5B

and S5E). By employing differential gene expression analysis

between TAM subsets, we found that genes upregulated in

IFNa-TAMs compared to TAMs, for all three cohorts, were en-

riched in biological processes related to IFNa/IFNg response,

such as Stat1, Socs1, andNlrc5; TNFa signaling; LPS activation;

and antigen processing and presentation, such asMHC subunits

(H2-D1 and H2-Ab1, Cd74), Cd40 and Tap1 in line with a role of

IFNa-TAMs in positively regulating immune activation. On the

other hand, protumoral genes commonly associated with TAM

protumoral activities, such as Mmp8, Tmem176B, Trem2, and

Fn1 were upregulated in TAMs vs. IFNa-TAMs (Figures 5C and

5D). Of note, professional APCs, i.e., classical dendritic cells

(cDCs) and monocyte-derived DCs (Mo DCs) were enriched in

the responder cohort compared to resistant and control cohorts
Figure 5. IFNa promotes APC immune activation and enhanced MHC-

(A) GSEA of single-cell RNA (scRNA) sequencing data showing NES for select

presenting cells (APCs) in the indicated comparisons (n = 3, 3, 2mice/group for con

Monte-Carlo scheme; *: padj <0.05; **: padj <0.01; ***: padj <0.001; ****: padj <0

(B) UMAP projection of scRNA sequencing data of APCs for the indicated group

(C) Expression of selected genes belonging to the indicated categories in IFNa T

(D) GSEA showing NES of selected GO terms on genes differentially expressed

(E) Percentage of cells within the indicated populations belonging to the APC co

(F) Gene expression of genes belonging to indicated categories in the APC com

(G) Combined gene expression score of genes belonging to the indicated catego

(H) Distribution of indicated populations after deconvolution of spatial transcripto

See also Figure S5 and Tables S2 and S3.
(Figure 5E). In agreement with this observation, we found that, in

APCs from responder mice, genes associated with MHC-II-

restricted antigen presentation such as genes encoding for

MHC-II subunits (H2-Aa, H2-Ab1, H2-Eb1, H2-DMb1, and H2-

Oa), MHC-II transactivator (Ciita), Cd74 and Cd40 were upregu-

lated compared to resistant or control mice. Of note, MHC-I-

restricted genes, such as genes encoding for MHC-I subunits

(H2-T22, H2-T23, H2-D1, and B2m), Tap1, Tap2, tap binding

protein (Tapbp), and proteasome S20 subunit beta 8 and 9

(Psmb8 and Psmb9) were upregulated in all IFNa LV-treated

(resistant and responder) cohorts. In agreement with IL-10 play-

ing a putative role in resistance to liver macrophage-derived

IFNa expression, IL-10-associated genes, such as Tgfb, Cebpb,

Il4r, Socs3, and Ccl24 were upregulated in APCs of the resistant

compared to the responder and control cohorts (Figure 5F). Out

of all the APC populations,Ccr7-expressing DCs, cDCs and KCs

and Mo DCs expressed the highest levels of genes related to

MHC-II-restricted antigen presentation in all cohorts. Therefore,

differences in expression level of genes related to MHC-II-

restricted antigen presentation in APCs may be, at least in

part, attributed to enhanced infiltration of professional APCs,

such as Mo DCs and cDCs in the responder cohort. On the other

hand, upregulation of genes related to MHC-I-restricted antigen

presentation may be caused by a direct effect of IFNa (Fig-

ure 5G). In summary, IFNa released from liver macrophages pro-

moted APC reshaping toward an immunostimulatory phenotype

through boosting antigen presenting functions. However, MHC-

II-restricted functions and DC infiltration appeared reduced in

resistant compared to responder mice. Concomitantly, IL-10

signaling was enhanced in APCs from resistant mice, hinting to-

ward an association between lack of response to IFNa, IL-10 up-

regulation, and impairedMHC-II-restricted antigen presentation.

Although LV dependent IFNa signaling was predominant in

defining the skewing of TAMs, by masking this effect employing

harmonizationmethods, wewere able to collapse TAMs from the

two treatments into overlapping but heterogeneous subclusters

and uncovered an IFNa LV-dependent lower contribution to sub-

clusters marked by genes associated to pro-tumoral activity,

while increasing the contribution to subclusters marked by

pro-inflammatory markers (Figures S5F–S5H). Genes associ-

ated to IFNa signaling and MHC-I presentation were generally

upregulated in all TAM subclusters by IFNa LV treatment

(Figure S5I).

By using gene signatures derived from our single cell analysis

or from established KC markers, we deconvoluted the spatial

transcriptomics data from Figure 4 and found that TAM signa-

tures had the highest score in the inner tumor (area A to D) and
II-restricted antigen presentation in responder mice

ed GO terms calculated based on genes differentially expressed in antigen-

trol, responder and resistant; statistical analysis by an adaptivemulti-level split

.0001).

s.

AMs and TAMs.

in IFNa TAMs vs. TAMs (n = 8 mice/group; statistical analysis as in A).

mpartment (n as in a).

partment.

ries in the different cell populations from the indicated cohorts.

mics data.
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sharply decreased moving toward the healthy parenchyma

(area E to H), while a KC signature had a low score inside the tu-

mor and increased in the peri-metastatic area (area E to G) and

intact tissue (H), in agreement with biodistribution analysis of Fig-

ure 1 (Figure 5H; Table S3). Interestingly, in IFNa LV-treated

mice, the KC signature score was higher in all tumor areas and

peaked in the peri-metastatic one, suggesting enhanced recruit-

ment, activation or proliferation of these cells.

Therapeutic response to IFNa is associated with T cell
activation and is counteracted by Eomes CD4+ T cell
infiltration
We then performed differential expression analysis in the T and

NK cell compartment among the three experimental cohorts.

Similar to TAMs, genes belonging to IFNa and IFNg signaling

were enriched in all IFNa LV-treated cohorts. Conversely, genes

belonging to immune activation (i.e., T cell-mediated cytotox-

icity, natural killer cell activation, or regulation of cell killing)

were upregulated exclusively in the partial responder cohort

(Figure 6A). We then performed an unsupervized sub-clustering

analysis to identify distinct cell populations within the T and

NK cell compartment and manually annotated the resulting

clusters. We found overlapping cell clusters in all three experi-

mental cohorts (Figures 6B and S6A; Table S4). Selectively in

resistant mice, we observed a population of regulatory CD4+

T cells, which transcriptionally resembled previously described

Tr1 cells (hereon termed Eomes CD4+ T cells)7,27 expressing

markers of CD4+ T cell exhaustion, such as Ctla4, Gzmk,

Lag3, and PD-1 (Pdcd1), as well as genes associated with im-

mune suppression such as IL-10 receptor (Il10ra), Il10 and the

transcription factor Eomes, and lacking expression of the tran-

scription factor Foxp3 (Figures 6C and S6B). On the other hand,

selectively enriched in the responder cohort, we observed a

population of CD8+ T effector 1 cells (Figure 6D). The latter dis-

played a transcriptomic signature resembling tissue-resident

effector memory T cells, which were previously associated

with response to immunotherapy (Figures 6E and S6B).28 More-

over, IFNa released by liver macrophages increased IFNa and

IFNg signaling on CD8+ T cells compared to the control cohort

(Figure S6C). Of note, genes associated to T cell exhaustion,

such as Pdcd1, Lag3, TIM-3 (Havcr2), Ctla4, Eomes, Tox,

Ccl3, Ccl4, and Casp3, were downregulated in responder

compared to control or resistant mice (Figure 6E). In contrast,

genes associated with adaptive immune response and T cell-

mediated immunity and cytotoxicity, such as Tcf7, Tbx21,

Cd69, Itgae, Itga1, Cd7, Il2, and Tnf were more upregulated

in responder than in resistant mice. Altogether, these data indi-

cate that IFNa released by engineered macrophages promoted

adaptive immunity in responder mice by reshaping the T cell

infiltrate enriching for effector phenotypes associated with

response to immunotherapy while dampening T cell exhaus-

tion. Conversely, in resistant mice, infiltrating Eomes CD4+

T cells and enhanced exhaustion of CD8+ T cells may prevent

anti-tumor effect.

Higher IFNa signaling correlates with increased Tr1
gene signature in human liver CRC metastases
We then investigated whether also in human CRC liver metasta-

ses IFNa signaling was positively associated with the presence
1902 Cancer Cell 41, 1892–1910, November 13, 2023
of Eomes CD4+ T cells in the TME. To this aim, we employed

bulk RNA sequencing data from human CRC liver metastases

collected from our center and found that patients with higher

IFNa signaling score displayed higher levels of Tr1 signature

score (Figures 7A, 7B and S7A). We then analyzed peri-metasta-

tic and metastatic liver areas from patients bearing CRC liver

metastases by employing nanostring RNA technology. In agree-

ment with bulk RNA results and our mouse data, we observed a

positive correlation between IFNa score and Tr1 score, CTLA4

expression and HLA-C expression in both peri-metastatic and

metastatic areas (Figure 7C). Moreover, genes involved in anti-

gen presentation, immune cell activation, or other IFNa-stimu-

lated genes not included in the signature employed to calculate

the IFNa score were positively correlated with IFNa score

(Figure 7D).

We then performed immunostaining on CRC liver metastasis

samples from eleven patients in this cohort, respectively, 6 pa-

tients with high and 5 patients with low-IFNa signaling score.

We observed higher percentages of LAG3+ CD4+ T cells infil-

trating patient metastases within the IFNa high group compared

to IFNa low group (Figures 7E and S7B). Of note, LAG3 was pre-

viously reported as a marker of T cell exhaustion and also of hu-

man Tr1 cells.29 We then performed a case study analysis of two

patients within the IFNa high-signaling group and observed the

presence of triple positive LAG3+ EOMES+ CD4+ T cells and

CTLA-4+ CD4+ T cells infiltrating the tumor (Figure 7F). In agree-

ment with this finding, the percentage of CD4+ T cells expressing

CTLA-4 was higher in the IFNa high compared to the IFNa low

group (Figure S7C). Overall, these findings suggest that Tr1-

like cells, as well as CTLA-4 expression, positively associate

with endogenous IFNa signaling and may, at least in part, coun-

teract immune activation in the TME.

IFNa from engineered livermacrophages in combination
with functional inhibition of regulatory T cells eradicates
liver metastases
In mice resistant to IFNa LV, we found increased IL-10 signaling,

lower expression of MHC-II antigen presentation genes,

enhanced Eomes CD4+ T cell infiltration and enhanced CD8+

T cell exhaustion. This observation is in agreement with previous

studies that indicate that IL-10 may play a role in the differentia-

tion, accumulation, and effector function of Eomes CD4+

T cells,30,31 which have been described to suppress antigen pre-

sentation through perforin-mediated direct killing of DCs32 and

suppress T cell activities in CRC liver metastases through IL-

10 secretion.33 Building on these observations, we inhibited IL-

10 signaling by using a monoclonal antibody blocking IL-10 re-

ceptor (a-IL-10R). Mice challenged with AKTPF liver metastases

and treated with IFNa or Control LVs were then subjected to se-

rial administration of either a-IL-10R or an unrelated IgG. Anti-IL-

10R blocked IFNa-induced accumulation of EomesCD4+ T cells,

indicating that IL-10 signaling is necessary for this response in

liver metastases. However, the combination of IFNa and a-IL-

10R achieved lower therapeutic effect than IFNa LV, suggesting

that IL-10 signalingmay be necessary for the deployment of IFNa

therapeutic activity (Figures 8A, 8B and S8A). Of note, the com-

bination of a-IL-10R and IFNa LV increased PD-1 expression on

circulating T cells, supporting a role of IL-10 in tuning the pheno-

type of T cells in presence of IFNa (Figure S8B).
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Figure 6. Therapeutic response to IFNa is associated with T cell activation and is counteracted by Eomes CD4+ T cell infiltration

(A) GSEA showing NES for selected GO terms on genes differentially expressed in the indicated comparisons (n = 3, 3, 2 mice/group in control, responder or

resistant; statistical analysis by an adaptive multi-level split Monte-Carlo scheme; *: padj <0.05; **: padj <0.01; ***: padj <0.001; ****: padj <0.0001).

(B) UMAP representation of cells from AKTPF liver metastasis annotated as T and NK cells.

(C) Gene expression of Tr1 signature genes in Eomes CD4+ T cells and all other T and NK cells pooled.

(D) Percentage of the indicated cell populations for the indicated groups (n as in A).

(E) Gene expression in all CD8+ T cell subtypes highlighting exhaustion-associated genes and effector/memory like-associated genes highlighted in yellow or

green, respectively.

See also Figure S6 and Table S4.
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Figure 7. Higher IFNa signaling correlates with increased Tr1 signature in human CRC liver metastases

(A) Stratification of patients in IFNa-signaling low and high cohort based on their IFNa signature score by bulk RNA sequencing of CRC liver metastases (n = 42

patients).

(B) Tr1 cell signature score detected in bulk RNA sequencing data from human patient CRC-derived liver metastasis stratified by their intrinsic IFNa signaling

score (n = 21 patients/group, horizontal line represents Mean, statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test).

(C and D) Nanostring analysis onmetastatic and peri-metastatic liver areas from 15 patients with CRC liver metastases. In C, correlations between IFNa signature

score and TR1 signature score, CTLA-4 expression and HLA-C expression (n = 14, 15 patients/group for metastatic and peri-metastatic areas respectively;

statistical analysis by Spearman correlation). In D, top 20 positively correlating genes with IFNa signature. Each point represents the correlation coefficient

between a gene in the IFNa signature and the indicated gene in the x axis (n = 29 samples including both metastatic and peri-metastatic areas, line represents

Median, statistical analysis by Spearman correlation).

(E) Representative IF images of CRC liver metastases from 2 patients (pt.#31, IFNa high signaling; pt.#16, IFNa low signaling) and relative quantification of LAG3+

cells out of CD4+ cells showing CD4 (green), LAG3 (red), and nuclei (blue; n = 5 for IFNa low and n = 6 for IFNa high signaling; horizontal line represents Mean,

statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test; scale bar 50 mm).

(F) Representative images from one patient (pt.#31) within the IFNa high signaling group, top panel staining for nuclei (blue), LAG3 (green), EOMES (red), and CD4

(acqua). In bottom panel nuclei (blue), CD4 (red), and CTLA-4 (green). Scale bar 50 mm.

See also Figure S7.
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Weobserved thatCtla4was expressed in EomesCD4+ T cells,

exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and Foxp3 T regulatory (Treg)

cells (Figure S6B). Furthermore, Ctla4 was strongly upregulated
1904 Cancer Cell 41, 1892–1910, November 13, 2023
in CD8+ T cells in the resistant mice. Of note, CTLA-4 in Tr1 cells

may play a key role in suppressing T cell functions34 as well

as in attenuating antigen presentation by sequestering the
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Figure 8. IFNa from engineered liver macrophages in combination with functional inhibition of regulatory T cells eradicates liver metastases

(A and B) IFNa LV combination with anti-IL-10R antibody. LV injection (dose 5*109 TU/kg) at day 7 after tumor challenge. In A, percentage of EOMES CD4+ T cells

infiltrating AKTPF liver metastases by FC analysis (n = 7, 8, 5, 10 mice/group; horizontal line represents Mean, statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test, p values

adjusted by Bonferroni’s correction). In B, tumor growth by MRI at day 21 (n = 9, 9, 9, 10, horizontal line represents Mean, statistical analysis by ANCOVA).

(C) Schematics of the experiments shown in D-I containing representative MRI analysis of a mouse 7 days after intrahepatic delivery of MC38 cells. To note the

macroscopic metastatic mass present at the beginning of treatment.

(D) Therapeutic efficacy of IFNa LV in combination with a-CTLA-4 antibody in mice bearing MC38 CRC liver metastases. LV injection (dose 5*109 TU/kg) at day 7

after tumor challenge. Tumor growth assessed by tumor weight at day 22. (n = 13, 8, 10, 9 mice/group, Control consists of 10 Control LV mice and 3 UT mice;

horizontal line represents Mean, statistical analysis by Mann-Whitney test, p values adjusted by Bonferroni’s correction).

(legend continued on next page)
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costimulatory molecules CD80/CD86 in APCs.35 Building on this

observation, we combined liver macrophage-based IFNa deliv-

ery with an anti-CTLA-4 blocking monoclonal antibody adminis-

tration regimen (a-CTLA-4, Figure 8C). The combination of IFNa

by liver macrophages with a-CTLA-4 strongly inhibited liver

metastasis growth as compared to either treatment alone in

two distinct experimental models of CRC liver metastases, the

MC38 and AKTPF (Figures 8D, 8E, S8C and S8D). Remarkably,

in mice hosting AKTPF liver metastases, we observed up to

70% of the mice displaying complete response upon IFNa and

CTLA-4 combination. This result indicates that potentiating anti-

gen presentation in APCs through inhibition of CTLA-4 in regula-

tory Eomes CD4+ T cells, exhausted CD4/CD8+ T cells, and

CD4+ Treg cells strongly enhanced the therapeutic activity of

IFNa LV, uncovering amajor contribution of CTLA-4 to the devel-

opment of therapy resistance.

We then repeated the experiment and harvested metastases

at an early time post-treatment to perform single-cell transcrip-

tomics and TCR clonality analysis on live cells (Table S5). While

we reproduced our earlier finding of APC reprogramming by

IFNa LV, the combination with a-CTLA-4 further enhanced the

upregulation of genes associated withMHC-I and -II antigen pre-

sentation, and further reduced genes associated with IL-10

signaling and pro-tumoral function (Figures S8E and S8F). Within

the T cell compartment, we observed an expansion of activated

CD8+ T cells that was strongly enhanced by the combinationwith

a-CTLA-4 treatment. These CD8+ T cells displayed features of

tumor-reactive exhausted cells, as indicated by the association

of this cluster with hyperexpanded TCR clonotypes and the

expression of several activation/exhaustion markers such as

PD-1 (Pdcd1), TIM-3 (Havcr2), Ifng, CD39 (Entpd1), Itga1,

Cxcr6, and Prf1 (Figures 8F, 8G and S8G). The combination

treatment also increased the TCR clonal diversity of these

expanded T cells, likely through promotion of antigen presenta-

tion by the reshaped myeloid compartment (Figure 8H). Interest-

ingly, we observed increased expression of genes previously

described as associated with tumor reactivity and effector func-

tions in expanded T cell clones (Figure S8H).36 Of note, we did

not observe Eomes CD4+ T cells in our second single-cell tran-

scriptomic analysis in agreement with the selection of mice re-

sponding to the treatment. Overall, these findings demonstrate

a powerful synergy between IFNa release from engineered liver

macrophages and checkpoint blockade targeting regulatory

T cell functions.

To confirm the effects observed with the combinatorial IFNa

LV and a-CTLA-4 therapy on CRC metastases, we challenged

it in mice bearing PDAC liver metastases (K8484 cells). Whereas

both IFNa LV and a-CTLA-4 treatments alone were efficacious in
(E) Therapeutic efficacy of IFNa LV in combination with a-CTLA-4 antibody in mice

after tumor challenge. Tumor growth by MRI analysis at day 21. (n = 7, 8, 9, 9 m

(F–H) Single cell transcriptomics analysis of mice treated with IFNa LV, with or w

metastases. LV injection (dose 5*109 TU/kg) at day 9, processing of tissues for sc

data of T and NK compartment for the indicated groups with associated distributio

(n = 2, 2, 1 mice/group; Mean +SD). In H, number of distinct expanded TCR clon

(I) Therapeutic efficacy of IFNa LV in combination with a-CTLA-4 antibody inmice

Tumor growth by MRI analysis at day 28 and differentiation between complete r

represents Mean, statistical analysis by Kruskal-Wallis test, p values adjusted by

See also Figure S8 and Table S5.
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inhibiting metastases growth, only their combination achieved

full CR in all treated mice (Figures 8I and S8I).

Overall, these findings demonstrate a powerful synergy be-

tween our strategy of gene-based IFNa delivery through engi-

neered liver macrophages from within the tumor bed and

CTLA-4 blockade targeting regulatory T cell functions.

DISCUSSION

We developed an LV platform to engineer KCs in proximity to

liver metastases as well as TAMs. Gene-based IFNa release in

CRC and PDAC liver metastasismousemodels led to substantial

TME reprograming and complete tumor eradication in some

mice. Mice resistant to treatment showed increased IL-10

signaling, reduced MHC-II-restricted antigen presentation in

APCs, enhanced expression of CTLA-4 in T cells and emergence

of an Eomes-expressing CD4+ T cell population transcriptionally

resembling Tr1 cells, which are associated with immuno-

suppressive and tolerogenic functions.27 Co-administration of

CTLA-4 blockade with IFNa LV overcame these resistance

mechanisms and strongly expanded tumor-reactive T cell clono-

types enabling nearly complete therapeutic responses.

Transgene output was enriched in peri-metastatic areas,

possibly due to tumor-driven changes in the local vasculature

undergoing remodeling, macrophage phagocytic activity and

previously described increased MRC1 expression by macro-

phages in the presence of tumors.19 Although TAMs populate

the intra-metastatic area to a higher extent than KCs, in the over-

all liver, GFP+ TAMs were a smaller fraction compared to GFP+

KCs. Thus, liver resident KCs mostly contributed to the trans-

gene output. It is possible that KCs are better transduced than

intra-tumoral macrophages because of their natural localization

in the hepatic microvascular linings. Whether these KCs become

embedded in the tumor by vascular co-option or active recruit-

ment followed by local proliferation, and whether they are as

long-lived within the tumor as in intact liver, remain unknown.

Of note, the preferential vector expression in KCs may explain

the prolonged duration of IFNa release in our setting and support

a sustained therapeutic effect.

It has been proposed that macrophages, including KCs, in the

presence of tumors rewire their genetic programs to promote

tumor growth and immune evasion.37 Therefore, expression of

IFNa directly in these cells may reshape their protumoral genetic

programs, leading to higher therapeutic benefit. Moreover,

expression from within the tissue, through liver macrophage en-

gineering, bypasses the biodistribution, and vascular barriers of

systemic administration, likely achieving more effective concen-

tration on the target cells within the TME.Whereas systemic IFNa
bearing AKTPF CRC liver metastases. LV injection (dose 5*109 TU/kg) at day 7

ice/group; horizontal line represents Mean, statistical analysis as in D).

ithout combination with a-CTLA-4 antibody in mice bearing AKTPF CRC liver

RNA sequencing at day 18. In F, UMAP representation of scRNA sequencing

n of TCR clonality. In G, number of cells according to TCR clonotype frequency

otypes (n = 2, 2, 1 mice/group; Mean +SD).

bearing K8484 PDAC liver metastases. LV injection (dose 5*109 TU/kg) at day 7.

esponders and mice with tumors at endpoint (n = 10, 11, 9, 10; horizontal line

Bonferroni’s correction).
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administration has been associated with significant toxicity in

preclinical models and in humans, we did not collect evidence

of tissue damage or autoimmunity in our study even upon dose

escalation. This may be due to: (i) improved therapeutic index

of IFNa locally produced in the liver stroma and preferential

IFNa signaling in the liver areas harboring liver metastases, (ii)

stable expression of IFNa compared to peak and trough dy-

namics in plasma from systemically delivered cytokines, which

is often associated to desensitization and toxicity,38 (iii) plasma

levels of IFNa within the physiological range and similar to those

observed upon viral infections.39,40

Of note, LV-based cell engineering results in integration of the

vector and sustained transgene expression, which may be long

enough for effective therapeutic benefit. Importantly, our strat-

egy eventually reached virtual extinction upon 1 year. Termina-

tion of expression was likely due to turnover of the engineered

liver macrophages, which appeared faster for cells expressing

exogenous IFNa than for those transduced with Control LV, sug-

gesting counter selection of the former ones. Alternatively, it

might be possible to employ integrase defective (ID) LVs, which

persist in the nucleus as episomal forms driving lower and more

transient transgene expression.41 Whether employing LVs or

IDLVsmay thus depend on the desired transgene output in terms

of level and duration.

Despite the therapeutic activity observed upon liver macro-

phage engineering through IFNa LV as a single dose treatment,

a population of Eomes CD4+ T cells, displaying a Tr1-like gene

signature, counteracted IFNa action in a fraction of resistant

mice. In agreement with previous reports, we showed that

Eomes CD4+ T cell development depends on type I IFN and IL-

10 stimulation.42 This observation highlights the complex and

sometimes opposite effects of IFNa, which in some circum-

stances can promote tumor growth and immune evasion.23,43

For example, in mouse models of chronic viral infection, IFNa

exposure promoted myeloid-derived suppressor cell differentia-

tion, which in turn inhibited CD8+ T cell responses44 or promoted

cancer stem cell phenotypes in mouse models of fibrosar-

coma.45 On the other hand, enforced expression of IFNAR1 in

CD8+ T cells enhanced cytotoxic activity in subcutaneous

MC38 mouse tumors,46 or restoring IFNa signaling in cancer

cells led to CD8+ T cell-dependent therapeutic activity in distinct

syngeneic and xenograft tumor mouse models.24 In a similar

way, depending on its target and the presence of other stimuli,

IL-10 can either promote or inhibit tumor immunity. For example,

by acting on DCs, IL-10 impairs activation and antigen presenta-

tion,47 whereas at the same time, by impairing DC functions, IL-

10 prevents DC-induced CD8+ T cell apoptosis.48 By acting on

CD8+ T cells, IL-10 prevents T cell exhaustion and promotes

T cell invigoration in renal cell carcinoma patients and tumor

mouse models.49 However, combination of IFNa LV with IL-10

blockade did not affect liver metastasis growth. Further studies

are necessary to understand how distinct combinations of cyto-

kines reshape TME and immunity.

MHC-II-restricted antigen presentation may be necessary to

maintain functional T cells in tumors,50 and to enable response

to immunotherapy.51 In resistant mice, CTLA-4 may play a key

role in reducing antigen presentation and T cell priming through

CD80/CD86 sequestering, which in turn leads to defective T cell

activation.35 Indeed, CTLA-4 was highly upregulated in resistant
mice in CD8+ T cells as well as in Eomes CD4+ T cells. Further-

more, we present evidence of positive correlations between

the extent of IFNa signaling and, respectively, Tr1 signature

score,CTLA4 expression, andHLA-C expression in clinical sam-

ples of liver metastatic CRC, suggesting a mechanism of im-

mune evasion in presence of IFNa common to both mouse and

human. Together with other studies that have investigated

the complexity of CD4+ T cells in CRC liver metastases,52 our

findings uncover the potential relevance of regulatory T cell sub-

populations, including Tr1, in thwarting immune control and es-

tablishing resistance to conventional immunotherapy. In agree-

ment with this concept, combination of IFNa LV and CTLA-4

blockade resulted in a strong therapeutic effect, achieving com-

plete regression of liver metastases in most mice.

Clinical development of the LV platformwill leverage on the es-

tablished clinical track record of ex vivo LV gene therapy in HSC

and T cells and on the safety and efficacy of in vivo hepatocyte-

directed LV gene transfer recently reported in non-human pri-

mates for the development of gene therapy for hemophilia.15,53

Future successful translation of this strategy may help address-

ing amajor unmetmedical need of cancer patients suffering from

metastatic liver disease.

Limitations of this study
Although our study is mostly limited to mouse models and thus

suffers from their inherent limitations, several of our findings

have clinical correlates supporting their relevance. In addition,

albeit we found that IFNa released from engineered macro-

phages was well tolerated in mice, future clinical studies of our

strategy would require additional preclinical toxicology and

would start from a dose-escalating study to establish safe and

tolerated doses and could benefit from the availability of thera-

peutic regimens alleviating any emerging IFNa-mediated toxicity

and potentially disposing of the transduced liver macrophages.
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Antibodies

Rat anti-CD11b (M1/70) Biolegend 101242

Hamster anti-CD11c (N418) Biolegend 117318

Rat anti-MRC1 (C068C2) BD Bioscience 141712

Mouse anti-dlNGFR (ME20.4-1.H4) Miltenyi 130-113-418

Rat anti-PDL1 (10F.9G2) Biolegend 124308

Rat anti-PD1 (29F.1A12) Biolegend 135216

Rat anti-CD4 (RM4-5) BD Bioscience 564933

Rat anti-CD44 (IM7) BD Bioscience 563058

Rat anti-CD45 (30-F11) Biolegend 103138

Rat anti-B220 (RA3-6B2) Biolegend 103224

Rat anti-B220 (RA3-6B2) BD Bioscience 553090; 558108

Rat anti-CD86 (GL-1) Biolegend 105030

Rat anti-CD8a (53-6.7) BD Bioscience 553030

Mouse pentamer-SIINFEKL Proimmune F093-4C

Rat anti-F4/80 (BM8) Biolegend 123128; 123108; 123110

Rat anti-Ly6c (HK1.4) eBioscience 48-5932-82

Rat anti-Ly6c (HK1.4) Biolegend 128026

Rat anti-Ly6g (1A8) Biolegend 127618

Rat anti-GR1 (RB6-8C5) BD Bioscience 553129

Rat anti-Ly6g (1A8) Biosciences 563005; 741813

Hamster anti-TCRb (H57-597) Biosciences 563135

Rat anti-CD3 (17A2) Biolegend 100206

Rat anti-EOMES (W17001A) Biolegend 157706

Mouse anti-TBET (4B10) Biolegend 644835

Chicken anti-GFP (Polyclonal) Abcam Ab13970

Goat anti-CLEC4F (Polyclonal) Thermo Fisher PA547396

Rat anti-F4/80 (C1-A3-1) Abcam ab6640

Goat anti-VSIG4 (Polyclonal) R&D Systems AF4674

Rabbit anti-mCherry (Polyclonal) Abcam ab167453

Goat anti-E-Cadherin (Polyclonal) R&D Systems AF748

Rabbit anti-CD11c (Polyclonal) Cell Signaling 97585S

Rabbit anti-CD31 (Polyclonal) Abcam ab28364

Mouse anti-a-SMA (1A4) Merck C6198-.2ML

Rabbit anti-CD4 (EPR19514) Abcam ab183685

Rat anti-CD8a (4SM16) eBioscience 14-019-582

Donkey anti-Chicken (Polyclonal) Jackson 703-545-155

Donkey anti-Goat (Polyclonal) Invitrogen A31573

Donkey anti-Rat (Polyclonal) Abcam Ab150154

Goat anti-Chicken (Polyclonal) Invitrogen A-11039

Goat anti-Rat (Polyclonal) Invitrogen A21247

Goat anti-Rabbit (Polyclonal) Invitrogen A11010

Donkey anti-Chicken (Polyclonal) Jackson Immuno Research 703-545-155

Donkey anti-Rat (Polyclonal) Invitrogen A32849

Donkey anti-Goat (Polyclonal) Invitrogen A32849
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Donkey anti-Rabbit (Polyclonal) Invitrogen A11010

Rat anti-Mouse Fc Block BD Biosciences 553142

Mouse anti-LAG3 (874512) RnD Systems #Mab23196

Rabbit anti-CD4 (SP35) Roche-Ventana 5552737001

Rabbit anti-CD4 (D7D2Z) Cell Signaling Technology 25229

Mouse anti-CTLA4 (OTI1G10) Origene TA810299

Rabbit anti-EOMES (EPR19012) Abcam 183991

Donkey anti-mouse (Polyclonal) Abcam ab150105

Rat anti-IL-10R (1B1.3A) BioXCell BE0050

Rat IgG1k anti-HRP (HRPN) BioXCell BE0088

Siriam Hamster anti-mouse CTLA4 (9H10) BioXCell BE0131

Siriam Hamster Isotype control BioXCell BE0087

Rat anti-mouse CD8a (53-6.7) BioXCell BE0004-1

Rat IgG2a anti-trinitrophenol (2A3) BioXCell BE0089

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

NSG Charles River Laboratory #614

C57BL/6 Charles River Laboratory #027

Nude (NU/NUCD) Charles River Laboratory #086

B6.Cg-Tg(Cd4-cre)1Cwi/BfluJ The Jackson Laboratory #022071

B6(Cg)-Ifnar1tm1.1Ees/J The Jackson Laboratory #028256

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human: HEK293T ATCC Cat# CRL-3216

Mouse: BMDMs NA NA

Mouse: MC38 Provided by Amgen NA

Mouse: K8484 Hingorani et al., 200526 NA

Mouse: AKTPF Sakai et al., 201820 NA

Deposited data

scRNA and spatial transcriptomics sequencing data This paper GSE221360

Bulk RNA sequencing data This paper; Potenza et al., 202358 GSE200133

Software and algorithms

R 3.6.2 http://www.R-project.org/ NA

Prism 9 Version 9.3.1 https://www.graphpad.com NA

FlowJo version 10.8.1 https://www.flowjo.com/ NA

FCS Express Version 7.12.0007 https://denovosoftware.com/ NA

QuantaSoft software (Biorad) Version 1.7 https://www.bio-rad.com/ NA

MIPAV Version 11.0.7 https://mipav.cit.nih.gov/ NA

Fiji - ImageJ2 version 2.3.0/1.53q https://fiji.sc/ NA

Code This paper http://www.bioinfotiget.it/gitlab/

custom/squadrito_livertumor2022

Other

TACTGACGCTCTCGACC ThermoFisher NA

TCTCGACGCAGGACTCG ThermoFisher NA

50-(FAM)-ATCTCTCTCCTTCTAGCCTC-(MGB)-30 ThermoFisher NA

ACCGATTCCAGATGATTGGC ThermoFisher NA

TCCATATTAATGCAGTGCTTG ThermoFisher NA

50-(HEX)-AGAGGCCTGTCCTGCAGCTCATGG –(BHQ-1)- 30 ThermoFisher NA

Hprt TaqManTM Gene Expression Assay Invitrogen Mm03024075_m1

Irf7 TaqManTM Gene Expression Assay Invitrogen Mm00516788_m1

Ifit1 TaqManTM Gene Expression Assay Invitrogen Mm00515153_m1
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Mario Leo-

nardo Squadrito (squadrito.mario@hsr.it).

Materials availability
All unique reagents generated in this study are available from the lead contact with a completed Materials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability
d Bulk RNA and scRNA sequencing data have been deposited at GEO and are publicly available as of the date of publication.

Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

d All original code is publicly available. Accession links are available in the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice
In this study, we employed male or female C57Bl/6N mice (in all experiments performed using IFNa LV or Control LV), NUDE mice (if

not indicated differently, in all experiments usingMrc1.GFP LV orMrc1.GFP.miRT LV) or NSGmice that were purchased fromCharles

River Laboratory. IFNAR1flox/flox and CD4Cre mice were provided by Giovanni Sitia and Matteo Iannacone, respectively. They were

crossed to obtain homozygousmice carrying both geneticmodifications. All experiments and procedures were performed according

to protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at San Raffaele Hospital animal facilities (IACUC

number: 1007, 1098, 1108, 1227 and 1383) and authorized by the Italian Ministry of Health and local authorities according to the Ital-

ian law.Micewere used between 6 and 8weeks of age andweremaintained in Specific Pathogen-free (SPF) animal research facilities

with a 12h/12h dark/light cycle and standardized temperature (22 +/- 2�C) and humidity (55 +/- 5%).

Cells
HEK293T were employed to produce and titer LVs. These cells were purchased from ATCC and their authenticity is supported by

their capability to produce high titer LV stocks. MC38 cells were used to mimic CRC liver metastasis upon liver implantation.

MC38 were obtained from Amgen. AKTPF cells were obtained from the laboratory of Masanobu Oshima. Their authenticity is sup-

ported by their capability to produce liver metastases that histologically recapitulate the human disease. K8484 are available and

routinely used in our institute. The cells were used to mimic PDAC liver metastases. Primary BMDMs were obtained from C57BL6

mice, used protocols described below.

Human participants
All participants were patients at San Raffaele Hospital, Milan, Italy. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the institute

and samples were collected upon written informed consent. No distinction between sex, ancestry, socio-economical status, age or

ethnicity wasmade during recruitment of patients. Peri-metastatic andmetastatic liver samples were collected upon surgery. Clinical

trial protocol, data collection and study design were deposited in ClinicalTrials.gov with the identifier number ctgov:NCT04622423

and can be retrieved at https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04622423?cond=NCT04622423&draw=2&rank=1.

METHOD DETAILS

Plasmid design
To originate the Mrc1.GFP lentiviral vector (LV), we inserted a putative Mrc1 promoter sequence encompassing a 1883 bp DNA

sequence (MM39 assembly: CHR2:14232425-14234307) into a previously described PGK.GFP LV54 by replacing the PGK promoter

sequence by using the restriction enzyme sites XhoI and AgeI. The bidirectional miRT LVs were generated by inserting four tandem

copies with perfect complementarity to miR-122-5p (miRT-122-5p: 50- ACAAACACCATTGTCACACTCCA -30) or to miR-126-3p

(miRT-126-3p: 50- CGCATTATTACTCACGGTACGA -30) with randomized 4 bp DNA linker sequences separating the miRT sites.

The 4 copies of the miRT sequences were then inserted downstream of theWPRE sequence of a bidirectional LV55 containing a min-

imal cytomegalovirus (mCMV) and a human phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGK) promoter located in opposite direction and driving the
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expression of a truncated low affinity nerve growth factor receptor (dlNGFR) and GFP respectively. The miRTs were inserted by em-

ploying the restriction enzyme site KpnI. TheMrc1.GFP.miRT LVwas originated by inserting 4 copies of themiRT-122-5p and 4 of the

miRT-126-3p downstream of the WPRE in the Mrc1.GFP LV transfer vector plasmid by using the restriction enzyme site KpnI. The

IFNa LV transfer vector plasmid was created by replacing the GFP sequence of theMrc1.GFP.miRT LV transfer vector plasmid with a

cDNA encoding for the murine IFNa1 protein by using the restriction enzyme sites SalI and ScaI. The Control LV was generated by

depleting the GFP sequence of the Mrc1.GFP LV transfer vector plasmid by digesting with the restriction enzymes AgeI and SalI,

followed by insertion of 4 copies of miRT-122-5p and 4 copies of miRT-126-3p downstream of the WPRE by using the restriction

enzyme site KpnI.

Cell culture
HEK293T, MC38 and K8484 cells were cultured in adherent cell culture plates in Iscove’s Modification of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle

Medium (IMDM, Corning) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; HyClone�), penicillin (100 IU/mL) and streptomycin

(100 mg/mL). For generation of the MC38 cells expressing mCherry (MC38-mCherry) in virtually all cells (99.97% of all cells),

MC38 cells were transduced with a LV driving the expression of a chimeric protein formed by mCherry fused to the C terminus of

theCD81 transmembrane domain from a constitutively expressed human phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGK) promoter. For generation

of andMC38-OVA cells, MC38 cells were transduced with an LV driving the expression of full-length chicken ovalbumin (OVA) from a

hPGK promoter and a VCN of 2.86 was detected in MC38-OVA cells.

AKTPF-organoids were cultured at 37�C in 30 mL of phenol-red free and growth factor reduced matrigel (BD Biosciences) in a

48-well surrounded by 300 mL Advanced Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM)/F-12 medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific)

supplemented with 2 % GlutaMAX� supplement (Gibco), penicillin (100 IU/mL), streptomycin (100 mg/mL), 1 % hepes buffer so-

lution (Gibco), 1 % N-2 supplement (Gibco), 2 % B-27 supplement (Gibco), 1 mM N-acetylcysteine- (Sigma-Aldrich) and 50 ng/mL

murine epidermal growth factor (rmEGF; Gibco). To convert the AKTPF organoids into an adherent 2D cell culture, AKTPF organo-

ids were passed two times through NSG mice and once through c57Bl6 mice. For that purpose, AKTPF organoids were trans-

planted into NSG mice through intrasplenic injection and recovered after four weeks. Single cells were obtained by cutting the

tumor into small pieces and filtering through a 45 mm cell strainer. Then, 1,000,000 single cells were transplanted into NSG

mice by intrasplenic injection. After recovery of the tumor cells, 4 weeks after tumor transplant, tumor cells were cultured in

cell culture-treated plates using DMEM/F-12 medium supplemented with 10 % FBS, 2 % GlutaMAX�, penicillin (100 IU/mL)

and streptomycin (100 mg/mL). After in vitro culture, 1,000,000 tumor cells were transplanted into c57Bl6 mice. Four weeks after

transplant tumor cells were retrieved and put in culture as described previously. Resulting cells were culture as described above

and used in experiments employing AKTPF cells.

For retrieval of bonemarrow-derivedmacrophages (BMDMs), bonemarrowwas harvested fromC57Bl6mice by flushing the femur

and tibia with 10 mL MACS buffer (Miltenyi Biotec). For red blood cell lysis, 1 mL of desalt water was added to the cell pellet and

immediately afterwards 50 mL MACS buffer were added. Cells were cultured in macrophage culture medium composed of RPMI

medium (Corning) supplemented with 10 % FBS, 2 % GlutaMAX� Supplement (Gibco), penicillin (100 IU/mL), streptomycin

(100 mg/mL) and 100 ng/mL of mouse M-CSF (Miltenyi Biotec).

After seven days, 1,000,000 BMDMs were seeded into a 24 well plate and transduced with LVs at an MOI of 10. The following day

macrophage culturemediumwas added to the cells. We added to the cell culturemedium either, for M2-like polarization, 50 ng/mL of

mouse IL-4 (Miltenyi) or, for M1-like polarization, 100 ng of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) from Escherichia coli O55:B5 (Sigma-Aldrich)

and 5 ng/mL of mouse IFNg (Miltenyi). Six days after induction of polarization, flow cytometry (FC) analysis was performed.

LV production
In this study, third generation VSV-G pseudotyped LVs were used. LV stocks were either produced in laboratory grade or process

development laboratory (PDL) grade, as described previously.21 For the biodistribution study in in presence of AKTPF derived liver

metastases, CD47 depleted LVs were produced in CD47-negative HEK 293T cells as described previously.15 The titer of the LV

stocks was measured in HEK 293T cell-transducing units (TU/mL), as described previously.21

LV copy number determination by ddPCR
From cell culture samples genomic DNA was extracted by using the Maxwell� 16 instrument (Promega) with Maxwell� 16 DNA pu-

rification kits (Promega). Genomic DNA fromwhole tissue samples was extracted by using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen).

LV copy number was determined using a QX200 Droplet Digital PCR System (Biorad) apparatus. The digital droplet PCR was per-

formed according to manufacturer’s instructions; briefly 5-20 ng of genomic DNA was added to the reaction, primers were used at a

concentration of 900 nM and the detection probes at 250 nM. Droplet quantification was acquired using the BioRad QX200 Droplet

Reader and analysed by using the QuantaSoft software (Biorad). For the detection of HIV genomes, the following primer and probe

set was used: forward primer: 50-TACTGACGCTCTCGACC -30; reverse primer: 50-TCTCGACGCAGGACTCG -30; probe in the FAM

detection channel: 50-(FAM)-ATCTCTCTCCTTCTAGCCTC-(MGB)-30. As normalizer for murine samples the Sema3a gene was used:

forward primer: 50-ACCGATTCCAGATGATTGGC -30; reverse primer: 50-TCCATATTAATGCAGTGCTTG -30; detection probe in Hex

channel: 50-(HEX)-AGAGGCCTGTCCTGCAGCTCATGG –(BHQ-1)- 30. As normalizer for human samples, a commercially available
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GAPDH expression assay was used (TaqMan� Gene Expression Assay, Invitrogen; Hs00894322_cn). LV copies per genome were

calculated by the formula:

LV copies per genome =
concentrationðHIVÞ

concentrationðNormalizerÞ � 2

Gene expression by ddPCR
For gene expression analysis, RNA was extracted from frozen tissue using the RNeasy� Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen). Retrotranscription

was performed according to manufacturer’s instruction by using the SuperScriptTM IV VILO (Invitrogen). Five-20 ng of cDNA

were used as input for the gene expression analysis. TaqMan� Gene Expression Assays from Invitrogen are described in the key

resources table.

Data acquisition using ddPCR and analysis were performed as described for LV copy number determination (above).

Determination of KO of Ifnar1 by ddPCR
To determine knock out of Ifnar1 from target cell populations, CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, B cells and CD11b+ cells were sorted by

flow-cytometry activated cell sorting from blood. Genomic DNA was extracted using the QIAamp DNAMicro kit (Qiagen). ddPCR by

employing Eva Green (Biorad) was performed on the genomic DNA with primers amplifying Ifnar1 and Sema3a loci. Two ng of

genomic DNA were used, primers were used at a concentration of 100 mM. For Sema3a, the following primers were used: forward

primer: 50-ACCGATTCCAGATGATTGGC -30; reverse primer: 50-TCCATATTAATGCAGTGCTTG -30. For Ifnar1, the primers used

were: forward primer: 50-ACTCAGGTTCGCTCCATCAG-30; reverse primer: 50-CTTTTAACCACTTCGCCTCGT-30. Droplet quantifica-
tion was acquired using the BioRad QX200 Droplet Reader and analysed by using the QuantaSoft software (Biorad).

FC analysis and fluorescence activated cell sorting
Viability of cells was assessed by using either 7AAD nuclear staining or LIVE/DEAD� Fixable Blue Dead Cell Stain Kit (Invitrogen)

according to manufacturer’s recommendation for fixed samples. Upon single cell dissociation (see below), to prevent unspecific

staining through binding of the FC receptor, we added to the cells Fc Block (BD Pharmagen). For membrane bound antigens, sam-

ples were stained for 15 minutes on ice. For staining of intracellular proteins, cells were fixed, permeabilized and stained using the

True-Nuclear� Transcription Factor Buffer Set (BioLegend) according to manufacturer’s recommendation. For the staining of TCRs

specific for the SIINFEKL peptide loaded on MHC class I (H2-Kb), samples were stained with an SIINFEKL-loaded MHC class I pen-

tamer (ProImmune) according to manufacturer’s instruction. We used the following gating strategy to define cell populations by flow

cytometry: B cells (CD45+ B220+), CD4+ T cells (CD45+ CD4+), CD45– cells in the bone marrow (CD45–), CD8+ T cells in the tumor

(CD45+ TCRb+ CD8+), CD8+ T cells in the blood (CD45+ B220– CD8+), CD86+ TAMs (CD45+ CD11b+ F4/80+ CD86+), DCs in the liver

(CD45+ F4/80– CD11chigh), EOMES+ CD4 T cells in the tumor (CD45 + B220– CD11b– CD4+ EOMES+), granulocytes (CD45+ B220–

Ly6g+), inflammatory monocytes in the blood (CD45+ CD11b+ Ly6c+ Gr1–), KCs in the liver (CD45+ F4/80+), lineage (Lin)– cells in

the bone marrow (CD45+ B220– Ly6g– CD11b– MRC1–), LSECs in the liver (CD45– CD31+), proinflammatory TAMs (CD11b+

CD11c+ Ly6c+ F4/80+), protumoral TAMs (CD11b+ CD11c– Ly6c– F4/80+, MRC1+), monocytes in the blood in Nude mice (CD45+

Ly6g– CD11b+ MRC1–), monocytes in the blood (CD45+ CD11b+ Gr1–), monocytes in the bone marrow (CD45+ CD11b+), monocytes

in the liver (CD45+ CD11b+ F4/80– CD11c–), monocytes in the lung (CD45+ Ly6g– CD11b+ MRC1–), monocytes in the spleen

(CD45+ Ly6g– CD11b+ MRC1–), MRC1 macrophages in the spleen (CD45+ Ly6g– CD11b– MRC1+), MRC1 monocytes in the spleen

(CD45+ Ly6g– CD11b+ MRC1+), MRC1 macrophages in the spleen (CD45+ Ly6g– CD11b– MRC1+), MRC1 monocytes in the

blood (CD45+ Ly6g– CD11b+ MRC1+), MRC1 macrophages in the lung (CD45+ Ly6g– CD11b+ MRC1+), neutrophils in the blood

(CD45+ CD11b+ Ly6c+ Gr1+), parenchymal cells in the lung (CD45–), parenchymal cells in the liver (CD45– CD31/MRC1–),

Pentamer+ CD8+ T cells in the tumor (CD45+ CD8+ Pentamer+), resident monocytes in the blood (CD45+ CD11b+ Ly6c– Gr1–), and

T cells in the blood (CD45+ CD11b– CD3+). For FC analysis, we used the antibodies described in the key resources table.

Samples were acquired by using either a FACSCanto II or a FACSymphony� A5 Cell Analyzer (BD Biosciences). For fluorescence

activated cell sorting a BD FACSAria Fusion was used.

Mouse procedures
For endpoint analysis, mice were euthanized by cervical dislocation. The liver was perfused by injecting 10 mL of PBS containing

5mMEDTA (Invitrogen) through the inferior vena cava and cutting the portal vein to allow exiting of the solution containingmost circu-

lating blood cells from the liver. When FC analysis but not immunofluorescence (IF) analysis was performed, 10mL of IMDM (Corning)

containing 0.35 mg/mL collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich) was injected through the inferior vena cava.

For systemic LV injection, LVs were diluted in PBS to obtain the desired TU to be injected per mouse in a volume ranging from 200

to 300 mL. For intravenous injection (i.v.), mice were warmed under an infrared/red-light lamp and the LVs were delivered in the tail

vein. If not indicated otherwise, LVs were delivered 7 days after tumor placement. If not indicated differently, IFNa LV and Control LV

were used at 5*109 TU/kg; if not indicated differently, bidirectional LVs (i.e. miRT LVs), Mrc1.GFP LV and Mrc1.GFP.miRT LV were

used at 1.5*1010 TU/kg. In experiments involving MC38.OVA cells, IFNa LV and Control LV were delivered 3 days after tumor engraft-

ment at 1.5*1010 TU/kg. In all experiments untransduced (UT) mice were injected with PBS ranging from 200 to 300 mL.
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Monoclonal antibody injection
Monoclonal antibodies were injected by an intraperitoneal injection in 100 mL diluted in PBS. The doseswere: In-vivoMAB anti-mouse

IL-10R (a-IL-10R, BioXCell, clone 1B1.3A) as well as the isotype control In-vivoMAB rat IgG1k anti-horseradish peroxidase (IgG,

BioXCell, clone HRPN) 1 mg/mouse in the first injection followed by injection of 0.5 mg/mouse every 4 days; In-vivoMAB anti-mouse

CTLA-4 (a-CTLA-4, BioXCell, clone 9H10) and the isotype control In-vivoMAB polyclonal serum hamster (BioXCell) were injected at

0.1 mg/mouse 3 times per week; In-vivoMAB anti-mouse CD8a (a-CD8, BioXCell, clone 53-6.7) and the isotype control In-vivoMAB

anti-trinitrophenol (IgG, BioXCell, clone 2A3) were used at 0.1 mg/mouse 2 times per week, first injection performed the day prior to

LV injection. Monoclonal antibody treatment regimens, unless stated otherwise, were started concomitantly with LV delivery.

Mouse experimental liver metastasis models
We delivered AKTPF organoids or AKTPF cells by intrasplenic injection. Briefly, mouse fur was removed at the left upper flank of the

mice by shaving followed by application of hair removal cream (Balea). Immediately prior to surgery, mice were injected with 50 mL

carprofen (2.5 mg/mL) for pain management. Isoflurane (Iso-Vet) at a concentration of 3% in flow of oxygen at 1.5 L/min was used to

anesthetize the mice during surgery. AKTPF cells were resuspended in 50 mL of either Matrigel (BD Biosciences) for the AKTPF or-

ganoids or Geltrex (ThermoScientific) and carefully injected into the spleen using a precooled syringe. For the injection of AKTPF cells

from organoids, the latter were split two days prior to the injection. AKTPF cells from organoids or from 2D cultured AKTPF cells were

dissociated into single cells and 30,000 cells permousewere injected. The peritoneumwall was sutured by using adsorbable stitches

while the skin was closed by applying stainless steel wound clips. Following surgery, mice were subjected to antibiotic treatment for

one week by adding Baytril (Bayer) at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL to the drinking water. For intrahepatic transplantation of MC38

and K8484 cells, the fur in the abdominal area of the mice was removed as described above. Pain management, anesthesia and sur-

gery procedures were conducted as above. Single cells were obtained from cultured cancer cells and washed in PBS. We then in-

jected 500,000 cells forMC38-mCherry andMC38-OVA cells, and 100,000 cells forMC38 and K8484 cells. Cells were injected in 5 mL

PBS preferentially in the left liver lobe. Following surgery, mice were given antibiotic therapy as described above. Liver metastasis

growth was measured by using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as described below, or by tumor weight (i.e. by dissecting the

liver metastasis upon experiment termination and measuring its weight in a 10 mg precision digital bench scale).

Magnetic resonance imaging analysis for liver metastasis volume assessment
A7-Tesla preclinical scanner (Bruker, BioSpec70/30USR,Paravision 6.0.1), equippedwith 450/675mT/mgradients (slew-rate: 3400-

4500T/m/s; rise-time140ms) andacircular polarizedmousebody volumecoilwith an inner diameter of 40mmwasused.During acqui-

sition, mice were kept in anesthesia by inhaling isoflurane (Iso-Vet) at a concentration of 3 % in flow of oxygen at 1.5 L/min under a

dedicated temperature control apparatus to prevent hypothermia. The breathing rate and the body temperature were continuously

monitored (SA Instruments, Inc., Stony Brook, NY, USA). To aid liver lesion visualization, we used a hepatocyte-specific contrast

agent, the Gd-EOB-DTPA (Bayer Schering Pharma), at 0.05 mmol/g of body weight. Axial fat-saturated T2-weighted images

(RARE-T2, Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement, TR = 3000 ms, TE = 40 ms, voxel-size = 0.1253 0.1003 0.8 mm, aver-

ages = 4,) and axial fat-saturated T1-weighted sequences (RARE-T1: TR = 540ms, TE = 7.2ms, voxel size = 0.1253 0.1003 0.8mm,

averages =4)were acquired during the hepatobiliary phaseofGd-EOB-DTPAenhancement (10minutes after administration). Volume

measurement was performed by using the Medical Image Processing, Analysis, and Visualization (MIPAV) software.

Subcutaneous injection of MC38 cells
One-million MC38 cells were injected subcutaneously into the flank of mice in a volume of 100 mL of PBS. Tumor growth was moni-

tored by measuring the dimensions (larger diameter x and lower diameter y) of the subcutaneous lesions using a caliper. Tumor vol-

ume was calculated with the formula:

Volume =
3

4
� p � ð0:5 � diameterðxÞÞ2 � 0:5 � diameterðyÞ

2

Blood collection and analysis
Blood was withdrawn either from the tail vein or the retroorbital vein plexus. Hemocytometer analysis was performed on whole blood

by using the ProCyte DXTM (IDEXX). For FC analysis, red blood cell lysis was performed using the Red Blood Cell Lysis Buffer Hybri-

Max� (Sigma). To retrieve absolute numbers of hematopoietic cell populations, the percentage of cells out of CD45+ cells, identified

by using FC, was multiplied by the absolute count of white blood cells detected by hemocytometer analysis. For the collection of

plasma, blood collected in Microvette� (Sarstedt) tubes was centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 minutes at room temperature and

precipitated red andwhite blood cells were discarded. For the collection of blood serum, blood collected in a conventional Eppendorf

tube was incubated at room temperature for 40 minutes, and then centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 minutes at room temperature. The

fraction of containing platelets, red and white blood cells was discarded. Quantification of IFNa content in the blood was performed

on plasma using the Mouse IFN Alpha All Subtypes ELISA KIT High Sensitivity (pbl Assay Science) according to manufacturer’s in-

struction. For assessment of transaminases in the serum, ALT (Instrumentation Laboratory) and AST (Instrumentation Laboratory)

quantification kits were used with an International Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine–optimized kinetic ultra-

violet (UV) method in an ILab Aries chemical analyzer (Instrumentation Laboratory). In parallel, SeraChem Control Level 1 and Level 2
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(#0018162412 and #0018162512) were analyzed as quality control. The quantification of autoreactive antibodies was performed on

blood serum. Autoantigen microarrays were manufactured in the Microarray & Immune Phenotyping core Facility of University of

Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX, USA. A selection of 120 autoantigens wasmade based on published literature, prior

known autoantibodies in various immune related disease, cancer, allergic disease etc. 8 positive control proteins (Ig control 1:2, Ig

control 1:4, Ig control 1:8, Ig control 1:16, anti-Ig control 1:2, anti-Ig control 1:4, anti-Ig control 1:8, anti-Ig control 1:16) were also

imprinted on the arrays as positive controls. Mouse serum samples were first treated with DNAse I to remove free-DNA and then

applied onto autoantigen arrays with 1:50 dilution. The autoantibodies binding to the antigens on the array was detected with

cy3-labeled anti-mouse IgG and cy5-labeled anti-mouse IgM, and the array slides were scanned with Genepix 4400A scanner

with laser wavelengths 532nm for cy3 and 635nm for cy5 to generate Tiff images. Genepix Pro 7.0 software is used to analyze

the images and generate the genepix report (GPR) files (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, California, USA). The net fluorescent intensity

(NFI) of each antigen was generated by subtracting the local background and negative control (Phosphate buffered saline or simpli-

fied as PBS) signal. The NFI were normalized by the absolute amount of IgGs detected in each sample (based on the 1:2 anti-Ig con-

trol). Thenwe normalized each individual value by the average detected across all experimental mice included in this study (excluding

the positive control) resulting in a value describing the fold change compared to the average.

Processing of organs for FC analysis
For FC analysis, organs were cut into small pieces and incubated with a tissue digestion solution composed of 1 mL IMDM (Corning)

supplemented with 0.35 mg/mL collagenase type IV (from Clostridium histolyticum, Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mg/ml dispase II (Gibco) and

0.2 mg/ml DNAse (Roche) were added. Tissue digestion solution was then incubated at 37 �C under agitation at 350 rpm for 10 min.

The tissue was then further dissociated by pipetting and filtered using 0.4 mm cell strainers (Corning).

Processing of organs for imaging
For IF, tissues were incubated in a paraformaldehyde solution 4% in PBS (PFA; ChemCruz�) for 4-12 hours (according to tissue size)

at 4 �C. Afterwards, the PFA was exchanged for a solution of 10% sucrose (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.02% NaN3 in H2O. After 8 - 15 h

incubation at room temperature, sucrose solution was increased to 20%, and to 30% after additional 8 - 15 h. The organ was then

embedded into Killik, O.C.T. Compound embedding medium for cryostat (Bio-Optica). Sections of 20 mm thickness were prepared

and placed on glass slides using a cryostat. Sections were dried for 30minutes at room temperature. For antigen retrieval, slideswere

incubated for 20 minutes in a 95 �C preheated water bath in the following solutions: (1) low pH antigen retrieval: 10 mM citric acid in

H2O, pH adjusted to pH 6; (2) high pH antigen retrieval: 10 mM Tris base and 1mM EDTA plus 0.05 % tween in H2O, pH adjusted to

pH 9. Slides were then cooled down in the indicated solution for 15 minutes at room temperature and then slides were washed with

PBS 3 times. Blocking was performed by using a blocking buffer composed of 5 % normal donkey serum, 1 % BSA (Sigma-Aldrich)

and 0.3% TritonTM X-100 (Sigma) in PBS. For staining with mouse primary antibodies, mouse on mouse IgG blocking solution (Vec-

tor Laboratories) was added to the blocking buffer according to manufacturer’s instruction. After 1h of blocking at RT, the blocking

buffer was replaced by blocking buffer containing the indicated concentrations of primary antibodies and incubated overnight at 4 �C.
The sections were then washed with washing buffer (PBS containing 0.3 % TritonTM X-100) for 5 times. Sections were stained with

the secondary antibodies in blocking buffer at the indicated concentrations. An incubation for 1 h at room temperature in the dark was

performed followed by 6washing steps with washing buffer. For staining of the nuclei, sections were coveredwith a 1/2000 dilution of

Hoechst 33342 solution (life technolog) in PBS for 2 min. Slides were washed additional 3 times with PBS and mounted using

Fluoromount-G� (SouthernBiotech). Images were acquired using an SP8 lightning confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems).

For the histopathologic evaluation of side effects, the indicated organs were collected frommice after euthanasia and fixed in 10%

buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin wax, sectioned at 3 mm, and stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) following OECD

Good Laboratory Practices principles, principles of data integrity and applicable GLP SR-TIGET SOPs. Histopathological changes

were evaluated by an experienced pathologist and graded on a scale of 1 to 5 as minimal (1), mild (2), moderate (3), marked (4), or

severe (5); minimal referred to the least extent discernible and severe the greatest extent possible. Slides were digitalized with scan-

ner Leika Aperio Scanscope XT at 200x magnification and reviewed by an expert pathologist.

IF analysis of human livers containing CRC-liver metastases was performed on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tu-

mor specimens with antibodies described in the key resources table. Representative images were captured with a Nikon 80i Eclipse

fluorescence microscope at a 500x – 1000x magnification. Quantification was performed by expert pathologist, at least 200 CD4+

cells were enumerated in peritumoral area (liver/metastasis interface) and in intra metastatic tumor stroma and the percentage of

double positive LAG3+ CD4+ or CTLA-4+ CD4+ out of CD4+ cells were measured. Secondary sample staining of human samples

was performed by employing the Automated Discovery Ultra IHC/ISH research platform (Roche).

For preparation of H&E staining of human and murine livers containing metastases, samples were fixed in 10% buffered formalin,

embedded in paraffin wax, sectioned, and stained with H&E. Slides were analyzed by an experienced pathologist and were digita-

lized with scanner Leika Aperio Scanscope XT at 200x magnification.

Single-cell RNA (scRNA) sequencing
Immediately after perfusing the livers, liver metastases were isolated and dissociated into single cells as described above. Single

cells were resuspended in MACS buffer containing 7AAD (BioLegend). Viable cells were sorted by gating on 7AAD negative cells.

Sorted cells were further processed for scRNA sequencing. ScRNA sequencing was performed using the Next GEM Single Cell
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3’ GEM Kit v3.1 from Chromium 10X according to manufacturer’s recommendation (User Guide Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 3ʹ
Reagent Kits v3.1). We loaded 10,000 cells belonging to the same sample per reaction. We sequenced 8 samples, 100 bp paired-end

reads in a NovaSeq 6000 Illumina apparatus, 4.75*109 reads total. Base call files obtained as result from the Illumina sequencing were

converted into FASTQ files and processed with the Cell Ranger Single-Cell Software Suite (10X Chromium v3.1.0) using default

setting. In detail, the demultiplexed samples were aligned against the murine mm10 reference genome employing the STAR aligner

(producing alignment files in BAM format) and a UMI-count gene quantification was performed (based on the reference annotation).

This latter gene-by-cell matrix was then imported into R and processed with the Seurat package (http://satijalab.org/seurat v4.0.3).

As a first step of the analyses, doublets were assessed using the DoubletFinder (v3) software. More precisely, following the ’Best-

Practices’ suggested by the authors for scRNA-seq processing, the following parameters were selected to annotate doublets in

each sample:

Parameters used for the DoubletFinder v3.
Sample Treatment cohort nExp pK

Sample 3 Control 0.07 0.005

Sample 4 Resistant 0.09 0.005

Sample 7 Control 0.07 0.005

Sample 10 Partial Responder 0.09 0.01

Sample 11 Partial Responder 0.07 0.005

Sample 14 Resistant 0.09 0.005

Sample 19 Control 0.05 0.005

Sample 22 Partial Responder 0.09 0.2

GG-11 Control LV 0.05 0.05

GG-18 IFNa LV 0.07 0.2

GG-22 IFNa LV + a-CTLA-4 0.09 0.005

GG-23 IFNa LV 0.07 0.03

GG-25 Control LV 0.07 0.03
Samples were merged into a single Seurat dataset, using Seurat package (http://satijalab.org/seurat v4.0.3), keeping the informa-

tion about the original sample as well as the corresponding treatment cohort. Then, the pre-processing step on the produced data

started by removing cells with a low sequencing quality, those with a feature count below 1,000 and above 6,000, as well as cells with

a fraction of mitochondrial genes higher than 10 %. Afterwards, cells annotated as doublets with the DoubletFinder (v3) were

excluded from the analysis with Seurat. RNA UMI-counts were normalized using a global-scaling normalization method and the Vari-

ance Stabilizing Transformations (SCTransform) was performed to scale based on the percentage of mitochondrial genes, the ab-

solute count of RNAs in each cell, and the difference between S and G2/M cell cycle scores computed for each cell. A principal

component analysis with 50 principal components (PCs) was performed for dimensional reduction, and a UMAP-representation

as well as clusters (with a resolution of 1.2) were computed on those reductions. Marker genes for each cluster were obtained using

the FindAllMarkers Seurat function, and consequently clusters were annotated andmanually curated, including a small population of

undefined cells which was then removed from the dataset. Analysis of the subclusters ‘‘T and NK cells’’ and ‘‘APCs’’ was performed

accordingly. First, T and NK cells were isolated using the subset function, then SCTransform based on the RNA-count matrix was

performed, followed by a principal component analysis with 35 PCs, and cluster identification with a resolution of 0.8. At this reso-

lution, CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, gd T cells, NK cells, ILCs and NKT cells were identified, as well as a population of undefined cells.

CD4+, CD8+ and NKT cells were further refined by a sub-clustering. The number of PCs used for sub-clustering in NKT cells, CD8+

T cells and CD4+ T cells were 30, 35, and 35, while the resolution was 0.6, 0.3 and 0.3, respectively. Similarly, a specific analysis was

performed in the APC compartment with 35 PCs and a resolution of 1.2. Cluster annotations were reintegrated into the full dataset

and undefined cells were removed. SCTransform was repeated on the RNA slot and PC analysis was repeated on the full dataset as

well as the subsets T and NK cells and APCs with the same parameters depicted before. Batch removal with harmony (on the sample

origin) was performed on the subset of TAMs, IFNa TAMs, and KCs to better assess their composition. Top upregulated markers of

each population were calculated based on the FindAllMarkers function and a heatmap was generated based on the top 20 upregu-

lated genes in each cluster to represent them. For the calculation of differentially expressed genes within individual clusters

comparing the different treatment cohorts, namely control, partial responders and resistant, the FindMarker function was utilized.

For GSEA the gene sets from https://www.gsea-msigdb.org/gsea/msigdb/genesets.jsp were used. For the gene sets extracted

from Cilenti et al.,56 the genes upregulated in BMDMs stimulated with the indicated cytokine in vitro compared to unstimulated

BMDMs were included in the gene set term. Furthermore, the CD8+ T cell exhaustion signature, termed Exhaution_T_cells (Wherry

et al.,) was retrieved from a previous publication.57 Only GO terms containing aminimumof 7 andmaximumof 500 overlapping genes

between the GO term and genes in the data set were considered in the analysis.
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The scRNA + TCR sequencing was performed accordingly using Next GEMSingle Cell 50 GEMKit v2 in combination with the Single

Cell Mouse TCR Amplification Kit and we sequenced the GEX at 2.45*108 reads per sample and the TCR libraries at 2*107 reads per

sample of 5 samples at a dual index 100 bp paired-end configuration in a NovaSeq 6000 Illumina apparatus. The downstream anal-

ysis was performed as described above. Cluster annotation was performed manually as described previously. No SCT transforma-

tion was performed following the removal of undefined cells. TCR analysis was performed with the R/Bioconductor package

scRepertoire to identify clonotypes in each sample and computing their frequency (considering the the amino acid sequence of

the CDR3 region of the beta chain). TCR clonotypes were classified as unique (1 cell containing a specific TCR clone), small (2 to

5 cells containing the same TCR), medium (6 to 15 cells containing the same TCR), large (16 to 25 cells containing the same TCR)

and hyperexpanded (more than 25 cells containing the same TCR), according to their numerosity. Codes and data for scRNA

sequencing analysis are available at http://www.bioinfotiget.it/gitlab/custom/squadrito_livertumor2022 and at NCBI’s Gene Expres-

sion Omnibus GEO:GSE221360 respectively.

Spatial transcriptomic analysis
Immediately after perfusion of the liver, small pieces of the liver containing metastasis were shock-frozen in isopentane. Afterwards,

the samples were embedded in Killik, O.C.T. Compound embedding medium for cryostat (Bio-Optica). To process the samples for

Visium analysis, 10 mm sections were prepared using a cryostat and placed on the Visium slides. For that purpose, the cryostat was

cooled to –16 �C. Methanol fixation and H&E staining was performed according to the manual provided by 10x Genomics under the

nameMethanol Fixation, H&E Staining & Imaging for VisiumSpatial Protocols (10x Genomics) using a Aperio ePathology digital scan-

ner (Leica Biosystems) for image acquisition. We performed spatial transcriptomics on 36mm2 sections of liver containingmetastatic

lesions. The samples were processed for Visium analysis according tomanufacturer’s instructions (10XGenomics). We sequenced 8

samples, 100 bp paired-end sequencing in a NovaSeq 6000 Illumina apparatus, 1.5*109 reads total. Illumina results were analyzed by

using the Space Ranger software v1.2.2. More precisely, samples were demultiplexed using the mkfastq utility (which exploits the

Illumina’s bcl2fastq program) to produce initial FASTQ files. Then, starting from these latter input reads and the corresponding mi-

croscope slide image, the count step was run on each sample to perform alignment (exploiting STAR), tissue detection, fiducial

detection, and barcode/UMI counting. This results in a spot-by-gene matrix, which was imported (with the corresponding tissue

slide image) and analyzed with Seurat. For all samples separately a SCTransform and normalization was performed, and variable

features were determined. Sample data were integrated into one object by applying the IntegrateData function, in which the

anchor set was previously determined by using the FindIntegrationAnchors function with anchor features being defined by the

SelectIntegrationFeatures function. Data scaling was performed on the whole dataset followed by a principal component analysis.

For the generation of a UMAP plots containing cluster determination, 25 PCs were employed and a resolution of 0.1 was used. Clus-

ters were further manually merged towards the 8 clusters based on their marker genes. Differentially expressed genes in each cluster

were determined using the FindMarker function. Individual spots belonging to clusters 1 and 6 were annotated as tumor, while all the

remaining ones as liver. Based on a moving average function, spots annotated as liver and tumor were divided into four zones each,

leading to a classification of each spot dependent on the distance to the tumor-liver interface. For that purpose, the geographic spot

matrix was converted to a binary form based on tumor and liver annotations. To define the closeness to the tumor-liver interface, the

moving average for each spot assigned as tumor and liver was determined separately for the tumor and liver area with the function

ma.matrix (package OLIN) using the following formular:

moving average = ma:matrix½delta = 3�+ 2 �ma:matrix½delta = 2�
For the determination of the zones, the following thresholds were set: zone A: moving average (tumor) > 2.96; zone B: moving

average (tumor) % 2.96 and > 2.7; zone C: moving average (tumor) % 2.7 and > 2.3; zone D: moving average (tumor) % 2.3;

zone E: moving average (liver) % 1.7; zone F: moving average (liver) % 1.91 and > 1.7; zone G: moving average (liver) % 2.095

and > 1.91; zone H: moving average (liver) > 2.095. Differentially expressed genes comparing the different zones in the different treat-

ment cohorts were calculated using the FindMarker function. GSEA determination was performed as described for scRNA

sequencing as described above.

Signatures derived from the scRNA sequencing experiment described above as well as established signatures (Table S6) were

used to better dissect the spots within the computed zones and characterize them. In details, the average expression of each signa-

ture was computed by using the AddModuleScore function of Seurat, and then the median value for each zone was calculated.

Codesanddata for spatial transcriptomicsanalysisareavailableathttp://www.bioinfotiget.it/gitlab/custom/squadrito_livertumor2022

and at NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE221360 respectively.

Bulk RNA sequencing of samples from human liver metastases
Total RNA was extracted from OCT-embedded samples of CRC liver metastases using AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini kit (Qiagen). RNA

samples were quantified with Qubit RNA HS Assay (Life Technologies) and their integrity was assessed using High Sensitivity

RNA ScreenTape Assay on 4200 TapeStation System (Agilent Technologies). Libraries were prepared using TruSeq Stranded

mRNA kit (Illumina) and then sequenced 1x100bp on the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 platform. Reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic,

version 0.32, in order to remove adapters and to exclude low-quality reads from the analysis. The remaining reads were then aligned

to the reference human genome hg38, Gencode version 31, using the STAR aligner, version 2.5.3a. The FeatureCounts tool was used

to assign exonic reads to the corresponding genes. Expression datawere imported in the R statistical environment (R version 3.1.1) to
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be analysed. Only genes showing a counts per million (CPM) value higher than 1 in at least one sample were defined as expressed

and used for the analysis. Data were shown as reads per kilobase of transcript per Million reads mapped (RPKM) and log2-trans-

formed. The gene signatures score for TR1-up and IFNa (Table S3) were evaluated: for each sample, the scores of the considered

signatures were defined as the average expression of the corresponding genes. Pairwise correlations of the signatures were calcu-

lated using the Pearson’s index. Correlations between individual genes were also assessed. Moreover, linear regressions were fitted

to describe the relationship between each pair of signatures.

The sequencing data have been deposited at NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus repository and are accessible through accession

number GSE200133 and in a previous study.58

Nanostring analysis on patient metastases
Total RNAwas extracted from a total of 15 formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded samples, fromboth tumor and peritumor area, using the

Maxwell�RSCRNAFFPEKit (PromegaCorporation) followingmanufacturer’s instructions. Total RNAwas quantified using theQubit

RNA HS Assay Kit on Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer (ThermoFisher Scientific).

Gene expression analysis was performed using the NanoString nCounter� PanCancer IO 360� Panel, which analyzes 770 genes

involved in the interplay between cancer cells and the TME. Briefly, 50-300 ng of total RNA were hybridized to Nanostring probes for

16 hours at 65�C. The hybridized probeswere purified and counted using the nCounter Prep Station followingmanufacturer’s instruc-

tions. Counts of fluorescent barcodes were obtained using the Digital Analyzer at 280 fields of view (FOV).

Raw data generated by Nanostring were analysed by employing R. Gene expression data were normalized using quantile normal-

ization. The Tr1 signature score and IFNa signature score describe the geometric mean of the normalized expression of the genes

within the respective gene set (as shown in Table S3). The rho coefficient was calculated by using spearman correlation between the

expression level of the indicated gene and the genes in the IFNa signature within each patient. Otherwise, rho coefficient were calcu-

lated among all patients between the expression level of each gene in the IFNa signature score and any other gene excluding those

present in the IFNa signature.

Statistical methods
Comparisons between two independent groups were performed withMann-Whitney test and, when needed, p-values were adjusted

for multiple testing with Bonferroni’s correction. Comparisons between paired groups were performed, in general, with the paired

Wilcoxon test. Since for n = 5, the minimum achievable two-sided p-value of the test is 0.0625, a corresponding nonparametric

test based on bootstrap sampling was employed for that sample size (function boot.t.test in the MKinfer R package). When

comparing more than two groups with the aim of performing all pairwise comparisons, Kruskal-Wallis test was employed followed

by post-hoc analysis through Dunn’s test and p-values adjusted with Bonferroni’s correction. Instead, when the aim was comparing

only prespecified pairs of groups, the Mann-Whitney test was used and p-values were adjusted with Bonferroni’s correction. In case

it was necessary to account in the analysis for the order of the mice in the experiment, the comparison among groups was performed

with a linear model (ANCOVA). The terms of the model corresponded to the groups and to a variable representing the order in which

the mice were taken. The response variable was transformed by using the transformation log(x+0.01) in order to meet the normality

assumptions of the model. The correlation among two variables was performed with Spearman’s correlation coefficient.

In all analyses, the significant level was set at 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed using R 3.6.2 (http://www.R-project.

org/).

Figures were created using Prism 9 Version 9.3.1.

FC analyses were performed using FlowJo version 10.8.1 or FCS Express Version 7.12.0007.
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